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THE LIBERATOR-DANIEL O'CONNELL
AND THE BIRTH OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN IRELAND*
Paul Gallagher**

I
INTRODUCTION
On the 23rd of May 2011, President Obama made a historic
visit to Ireland. He addressed the Irish people in College Green in the
centre of Dublin. He paid particular tribute to one Irishman who had
never set foot on American soil, but whose fame had spread
throughout the world-Daniel O'Connell:
When we strove to blot out the stain of slavery and
advance the rights of man, we found common cause with
your struggles against oppression. Frederick Douglass, an
escaped slave and our great abolitionist, forged an
unlikely friendship with your great liberator Daniel
O'Connell. His time here, Frederick Douglass said, defined
him not as a colour but as a man. And it strengthened the
non-violent campaign he would return home to wage.'

Copyright © 2013 by Paul Gallagher.
* Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of
Barristers, Newport Coast, California, 16 April 2012.
** Attorney General of Ireland, 2007-2011; Chairman of the Irish Sports Council
Anti-Doping Disciplinary Tribunal; former Vice-Chair of the Irish Bar Council;
Bencher of the King's Inn; Fellow of the International Academy of Trial Lawyers;
Fellow, International Society of Barristers.
1. President Barack Obama, Address in Dublin, Ireland (23 May 2011) (transcript
available at http://ireland-living.blogspot.com/2011/05/full-text-of-barackobamas-speech-in.html).
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Daniel O'Connell was a great barrister and a great man who
has a legitimate claim to being one of the greatest Irishman, if not the
greatest. He was a man who was fearless in his unqualified pursuit of
human rights, not only on behalf of the people of his own country but
on behalf of those who were oppressed anywhere in the world. This
gave him a unique international stature and reputation. He was not a
man without personal fault. He had his vanities, his jealousies, and
his inconsistencies. He was, however, a man who remained true to
his ideals until the very end and whose indomitable spirit and
example infused life and hope into the Irish people at a time of
horrendous difficulty.
iI
DANIEL O'CONNELL'S INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION
By 1845 Daniel O'Connell was one of the most influential and
outspoken critics of slavery in the world.2 He opposed slavery
because he firmly believed that men and women could not reach
their potential until they were free. He brought a more inclusive and
humanitarian dimension to the antislavery movement. William Lloyd
Garrison called him "the most wonderful of the statesmen and
orators of the age." 3 Charles Lenox Remond, like Frederick Douglass
a black American abolitionist, said, "No country or people possess a
4
superior to Daniel O'Connell."
In 1845, Frederick Douglass accepted an invitation from Daniel
O'Connell to speak at the Conciliation Hall in Dublin. A great orator
himself, Douglass believed that all the stories of O'Connell's great
oratory were surely exaggerated, that O'Connell could not live up to
2. See generally Douglas C.Riach, DanielO'Connell and American Slavery, 20 IRISH
HISTORICAL STUDIES, Mar. 1976, at 3-25.
3. Christine Kinealy, The Liberator:Daniel O'Connelland Anti-Slavery, 57 HISTORY
TODAY (Dec. 2007), available at http:// http://www.historytoday.com/christinekinealy/liberator-daniel-o%E2%80%99connell-and-anti-slavery (search term:
Daniel O'Connell).
4. Id.
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his reputation. But after the meeting, Douglass wrote to William
Lloyd Garrison, "... Mr. O'Connell rose and delivered a speech of
about an hour and a quarter long. It was a great speech, skilfully
delivered, powerful in its logic, majestic in its rhetoric, biting in its
sarcasm, melting in its pathos, and burning in its rebukes."s Douglass
quoted O'Connell as saying,
I have been assailed for attacking the American
institution, as it is called,-Negro slavery. I am not
ashamed of that attack. I do not shrink from it. I am the
advocate of civil and religious liberty, all over the globe,
and wherever tyranny exists, I am the foe of the tyrant;
wherever oppression shows itself, I am the foe of the
oppressor; wherever slavery rears its head, I am the
enemy of the system, or the institution, call it by what
name you will. I am the friend of liberty in every clime,
class and color. My sympathy with distress is not
confined within the narrow bounds of my own green
island. No-it extends itself to every corner of the earth.
My heart walks abroad, and wherever the miserable are
to be succored, or the slave to be set free, there my spirit
6
is at home, and I delight to dwell.
O'Connell's stance on slavery was a product of his stance on
human rights in general, and his championing of human rights
reached well beyond American shores. He condemned the treatment
of aborigines in Australia, of Maoris in New Zealand, and of slaves
throughout the world. And he played an important role in ending
slavery in the British Empire in 1833. He strongly believed in the
dignity of the human person and the inalienable rights associated
with that dignity.

5. Frederick Douglass, Letter to William Lloyd Garrison (Dublin, Great Brunswick
Street, Sept. 29, 1845), in I LIFE AND WRITINGS OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS 120, (Philip
Foner, ed. 1950), available athttp://www.yale.edu/glc/archive/1089.htm.
6. Id.
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Such was O'Connell's international fame that in 1830, when the
Belgian parliamentarians voted on their new King, three of them
voted for O'Connell. O'Connell himself delighted in his international
reputation. He took particular satisfaction in the story of a coachman
in Heidelberg, Germany: Asked by an Irish visitor if he had ever
heard of Daniel O'Connell, the coachman replied, "Yes. He is the man
who discovered Ireland."7 As a young man, another German, Otto
Von Bismarck, had declared that "as a flame allures a moth," he was
attracted to careers such as that of "a statesman under a free
constitution"-like O'Connell in Ireland, Robert Peel in England, and
Mirabeau in France.8 Later in life, when Bismarck became more of a
dictator, he changed his mind and said, "O'Connell was a man I think
I would have shot."9 The great French novelist and playwright
Honor6 de Balzac noted that four men living in the first half of the
nineteenth century had had "an immense influence." Among them
was Napoleon, who "lived on the blood of Europe," and Daniel
O'Connell, who "incarnated himself in a people." 10 William
7. MICHAEL MACDONAGH, Preface, in THE LIFE OF DANIEL O'CONNELL v (1903), available at
http://archive.org/stream/lifeofdanieloconOOmacduoft#page/n9/mode/2up/
search/discovered+ireland.
8. EMIL LUDWIG, BISMARCK: THE STORY OF A FIGHTER, 29 (Eden and Cedar Paul, trans.,
Blue Ribbon Books, 1927). Editor's Note: The context of these words explains that
although Bismarck admired O'Connell, Peel, and Mirabeau, their attraction for him
was less their motivation-patriotism-than the glory of their public acclaim:
For a few renowned statesmen, especially in countries with an
absolute constitution, patriotism has been the motive driving them
into the public service; much more often, the mainspring has been
ambition, the wish to command, to be admired, to be famous. I must
admit that I myself am not free from this passion. Many distinctions,
such as those which accrue to a soldier in wartime, or to a statesman
under a free constitution, such men as Peel, O'Connell, Mirabeau, etc.
men who had their part to play in energetic political movements
would exert on me an attractive force which would override every
consideration, would lure me as a flame allures a moth.
9. GERALDINE F. GROGAN, THE NOBLEST AGITATOR: DANIEL O'CONNELL AND THE GERMAN
CATHOLIC MOVEMENT 1830-1850, 7 (1991).
10. HONOR9 DE BALZAC, THE LETTERS OF HONOR8 DE BALZAC TO MADAME HANSKA 615 (letter
of 5 Feb. 1844) (Katherine P. Wormeley, trans.) available at http://quote.lib.umich
.edu/g/genpub/AHR8559.0001.001/641?rgn=full+text;view=image.
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Makepeace Thackeray said no man had done so much for his nation
since the great George Washington. O'Connell's reputation even
brought him into the pages of novelists' works. In Jules Verne's
Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea, his was one of the portraits
hanging on the wall of Captain Nemo's cabin. Alongside those of
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, was that of Daniel
O'Connell, "Ireland's defender.""1 And James Joyce referenced
O'Connell in Ulysses, paying glorious tribute to O'Connell's oratory:
"The tribune's words howled and scattered to the four winds. A
12
people sheltered within his voice."
By the time of his death in 1847, O'Connell was venerated
throughout the world. The Annual Report of the Massachusetts AntiSlavery Society recounted that the year had been "marked in the
annals of Ireland, and of the world, by the death of the great
O'Connell."
[W]e believe that his services in the cause of civil and
religious liberty, his recognition of moral power and the
renunciation of violence and bloodshed of his later
years will be found to outweigh his errors, and that he
will be recognized as among the foremost of the friends
13
of mankind.

11. JULES VERNE, TWENTY-THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA, pt. 2, ch. 8: (1870) (F.P.
Walter trans., 1870), Lit2Go ed., available at http://etc.usf.edu/Iit2go/83/twentythousand-Ieagues-under-the-sea/1435/part-2-chapter-8-the-bay-of-vigo/.
12. JAMES JOYCE, ULYSSES 143 (Vintage Books 1961) (1914).
13. Tribute to the Memory of Daniel O'Connell (from the Annual Report of the
Massachusetts A.S. Society 1847), in THE AMERICAN ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY, DANIEL
O'CONNELL UPON AMERICAN SLAVERY: WITH OTHER IRISH TESTIMONIES 48 (1860), available

at http://books.google.com/books/about/Daniel
Slavery.html?id=OsUxAQAAMAAJ.

0_Connell_Upon-American
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III
DANIEL O'CONNELL AND THE IRISH

Daniel O'Connell led two great campaigns during his lifetime:
the campaign for Emancipation for Catholics and Repeal of the Penal
Laws, and that for the Repeal of the Act of Union. The former was
successful; the latter, whose objective was to give Ireland its own
parliament independent of that of Westminster, was not-at least by
the time of O'Connell's death in 1847. During these struggles
O'Connell gave spirit to a nation, he gave life to a people, and he gave
hope for posterity. He demonstrated that the voice of ordinary
people could not be suppressed and that great things could be
achieved through respect for the rule of law and through fostering
the ideals that inspire true humanity. His sense of constitutionalism
and his respect for human rights were exceptional-if not uniquein the Europe of his time, and he articulated ideals and principles
that initiated a constitutional tradition later to find expression in the
Irish Constitutions of 1922 and 1937.
But O'Connell's greatness was not so much in concrete
achievements, though those were great. His true greatness was his
vision; it is in what he represented-the ideals and principles he
promoted. It was extraordinary to promote these ideals and
principles in the particular context of his time. Ireland was an
impoverished, conquered, oppressed nation in which the most basic
human rights were denied to the great majority of the people.
O'Connell mobilized an entire country; he challenged people without
hope, people who were alienated from the system, into believing that
something could be achieved. Through the force of his logic, the
power of his persuasion, and the passion of his spirit, he convinced
people who had no reason to believe in constitutionalism-no
reason even to believe that law or argument could improve their
hopeless position-that their lots could be improved by adopting
constitutional methods. And he gave a voice to the ordinary people
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that made the United Kingdom stand up, made his foes stand up and
recognize what he was achieving.
The ideals and principles that motivated O'Connell for the
titanic struggle in which he was engaged were not just abstract
concepts intended to benefit the Irish alone, but all mankind.
O'Connell believed in the universal rights of man and in the universal
concept of freedom. His convictions were endowed with such
conviction, with such humanity, with such insistence on their
universal application, that he was way ahead of his time. This
internationalism, this refusal to compromise with the basic
principles that give us all the human dignity to which we are entitled
was finally reflected one hundred and one years after his death in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
O'Connell's vision and sense of justice was unparalleled in his
time. He has been compared to Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, and Martin
Luther King Jr. Like them, he demonstrated the power of the
ordinary people and he channeled this power into a nonviolent
struggle for the betterment of his countrymen. He developed an
effective model of nonviolent agitation and political action to achieve
his aims in an extremely hostile political environment, a model that
proved to be a real alternative to that of violent struggle that
embraced Europe in those decades.
A.The Penal Laws
After the Reformation and the establishment of the Anglican
Church, the British Government enacted laws discriminating harshly
against non-Anglicans-that is, Catholics and Dissenters. All
Catholics were viewed as having divided loyalties and being
potential traitors. 14 The situation worsened in early eighteenth

14. Gillian Doherty & Toms O'Riordan, The Campaignfor Irish Emancipation,18231829, in University College Cork, Multitext Project in Irish History (hereinafter UCC
Multitext Project), http://multitext.ucc.ie/d/The-campaign-forCatholic_
Emancipation_1823ndash1829.
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century, when the Irish Parliament passed further and more
seriously discriminatory laws against Catholics, who at that time
represented eighty percent of the Irish population. Catholics were
subject to punitive taxation, they were not allowed to possess
weapons, and they were discriminated against in terms of access to
education, employment, property rights, and freedom of worship.
By the late eighteenth century, the position of Catholics had
improved, initially through various Relief Acts, then, by the late
1790s, through repeal of most of the Penal Laws. Catholics could
now maintain schools, join the legal profession and vote at
parliamentary elections. But they were still barred from all the
more-important offices of the State; they could not sit in Parliament
or be ministers in the government or hold any except the most junior
offices in the civil service. They could not be judges or colonels in the
army or captains in the navy.
In 1800, though, the Act of Union was passed, and Ireland lost
its own Parliament. It was now subject to the Parliament at
Westminster, a Parliament comprised of a great majority of
representatives who knew nothing and cared even less about the
needs of Ireland and of the majority of its people. In order to secure
the passage of the Act of Union, Catholics had been promised equal
rights in the Houses of Parliament. But King George III refused to
sanction the promised bill expressing that provision, and it was
never passed.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Ireland was in a
wretched state. The land was not sufficient to feed all those who
were trying to get a living from it. The population was increasing
rapidly. This led to competition for land and drove up rents. There
was little industrialization, and Dublin declined as a commercial
capital. Wealth was concentrated in a few.
Land, too, was concentrated in a few. Irish estates were in
many cases enormous. The Lansdowne and Kenmare estates, for
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example, numbered tens of thousands of acres.1 5 The structure of
rural society that relied upon them was complex. Many of these
enormous estates were let and sublet and sublet again; the only hope
for individual families, for a couple who wanted to get married, was
to further sublet their land. Landlords were often tenants of larger
operators and represented every level of the social scale and all
religions. They did not invest in their holdings but simply took their
rents. At the bottom of this pyramid lived millions of landless men
and their wives and children, who barely subsisted on conacre-the
rent of a small parcel of land for a single season. The Irish poor lived
on little but the potato. There was a pervading sense of helplessness
and hopelessness.
B. Daniel O'Connell and the Movement for Catholic Emancipation
It was into this environment of despair and destitution that
Daniel O'Connell stepped. He was the son of a small landlord in
County Kerry, and a Catholic. In 1798, at the age of 28, O'Connell was
called to the Irish Bar. This was just six years after Catholics were
permitted to enter the legal profession, and O'Connell was one of the
first Catholics to do so. He was soon to become one of the most
outstanding-and successful-barristers in Ireland. 16 His political
career developed as rapidly and with as much success as his legal
one. From about 1814 until his death in 1847, he was the most
prominent politician in Ireland.' 7 Yet he sacrificed personal
advancement and enormous wealth in the pursuit of Ireland's great
causes.
15. Margaret O'Callaghan, Emancipation,Repeal, the Famine,and Young Ireland,ASK
http://www.askaboutireland.ie/reading-room/historyheritage/history-of-ireland/a-history-of-ireland-feat/emancipation-repeal-thef/index.xmi.
16. By 1827, O'Connell's income at the Bar was reputed to accrue over £7,000 per
year in legal fees. PATRICK M.GEOGHEGAN, KING DAN: THE RISE OF DANIEL O'CONNELL 17751829, 244 (2008).
17. J.H. White, The Age of Daniel O'Connell: 1800-47,in THE COURSE OF IRISH HISTORY
216 (J.W. Moody & F.X. Martin eds., 2011).
ABOUT IRELAND,
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Though the full force of the Penal Laws had been ameliorated
before O'Connell came along in the late 1790s, they remained a way
of discriminating against Catholics. The movement for Catholic
Emancipation was going nowhere until O'Connell became involved
and took up the struggle. In 1823, he formed the Catholic
Association, transforming the campaign from that of the elite to that
of the people at large. 18 Its objective was to end discrimination
against Catholics and to attain religious equality and political rights.
The following year, O'Connell proposed that every Catholic in Ireland
should become an associate member of the Catholic Association by
subscribing a penny a month, a fee soon called the "Catholic Rent." It
provided the Catholic Association with sufficient funds to finance a
campaign of opposition. More importantly, by levying this small
amount, he allowed the poorest supporters to feel involved.' 9
William Gregory, the Undersecretary of the United Kingdom
administration in Ireland described the minimal fee as "the most
efficient mode that could be devised for opening direct
communications between the popish parliament and the whole mass
of the Irish population." 20
O'Connell even marshaled the help of the government itself to
convince the supporters of his campaign that their claims for equal
civil and political liberties were just: he encouraged people to
cooperate with the government census. 2' Understanding that their

numbers could be a legitimate means to achieving those ends, local
branches of the Catholic Association drew up petitions to the
government. They organized legal assistance for poor farmers
victimized by landlords and encouraged freehold tenants to register
their properties to qualify them to vote.

18. E.g., R.F. FOSTER, MODERN IRELAND 1600-1972, 298 (1988).
19. J.C. BECKETT, THE MAKING OF MODERN IRELAND 1603-1923, 299.

20. Gillian Doherty & Toms O'Riordan, supra note 14.
21. Id. at § 6.
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O'Connell insisted from the beginning that the campaign could
succeed only if it was nonviolent. This was an Ireland where violence
was a daily encounter, where the government enforced its laws
through coercion. There were many secret societies, particularly
agrarian societies formed to address real and imagined grievances.
The government banned meetings by proclamation of the Lord
Lieutenant. It responded to resistance with curfews and martial law.
People were put on trial before biased juries and judges. It was a
difficult society, yet O'Connell continued undeterred. He denounced
intimidation, violence, and agrarian secret societies, and he appealed
to their members to give up violence. From 1824 on, the rates of
agrarian crime decreased, and O'Connell claimed that the Catholic
Association had restored calm to the countryside by giving country
people a constitutional means of expressing their demands. Police
officials and administrators backed up reports that the Catholic
Association had pacified Ireland.
C. From By-Elections to Repeal of the Penal Laws
The Catholic Association chose to channel its energies into byelections for the United Kingdom Parliament by putting up
candidates who supported repeal and who opposed landlords who
were representative of the English system. Mass meetings were
organized, and leaders of the Catholic Association appealed to its
members to vote for pro-emancipation candidates only.
The campaign had some notable successes. In a number of byelections in Irish constituencies, the Catholic Association's candidate
was elected and the landlords' dominance was broken. This gave
hope for the next general election. But before it could occur, the
greatest by-election of them all took place, one that proved to be
decisive in forcing the British government to grant emancipation. In
1828, in County Clare, Lord Vesey Fitzgerald was appointed to the
British government. At that time, when a person was appointed as a
minister to the government, he was obliged to resign his seat and
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run for election again. Vesey Fitzgerald was a benign landlord who
had actually given some support to repeal, but O'Connell decided to
look for somebody to oppose him who would be a full and
unqualified supporter of repeal. Vesey Fitzgerald's position in Clare
was a strong one, and it proved impossible to find somebody who
was willing to run against him. O'Connell, who as a Catholic could not
sit in Parliament but who was entitled to go forward as a candidate,
announced his candidature.
Thanks to the organizing skill of the Catholic Association,
O'Connell was elected with 2057 votes against Vesey Fitzgerald's
982.22 It was an extraordinary achievement and a culmination of
what the Catholic Association had done-including the mass
meetings, in which people had behaved in a civilized and peaceable
fashion to such an extent that the United Kingdom administration
agreed that violence in the country had gone down.
Nonetheless, at O'Connell's election, the British government
took fright. It recognized that the Clare election had created a new
situation, and it was concerned about peace and stability in the
country. Moreover, a significant number of Protestants in Parliament
believed that Catholic emancipation should be granted. The Duke of
Wellington, the British Prime Minister, and Sir Robert Peel, the Home
Secretary, both believed that there was no other sensible course but
to do so.
O'Connell's success made him a hero of the great mass of
people. Still, until the Emancipation Act was passed (in April 1829),
O'Connell could not take his seat. 23 Then, once passed, the Act was
not retrospective. The House of Commons insisted O'Connell be
presented with the old oath-requiring him, among other things, to
declare that the sacrifice of the mass as practiced by the Church of

22. Gillian Doherty & Tomis O'Riordan, ClareBy-Election, UCC Multitext Project,
http://multitext.ucc.ie/d/Clare-By- Election.
23. An Act for the Relief of His Majesty's Roman Catholic Subjects (13 April 1829),
http://host.uniroma3.it/progetti/cedir/cedir/Lex-doc/UkRomAc.pdf.
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Rome was superstitious and idolatrous-which he refused to do.24
He accordingly was denied his seat in Parliament. He had lost his
parliamentary seat without ever being allowed to take it and was
forced to put himself up for re-election.
He was re-elected unopposed, which was fortunate, as the odds
were against him. The Irish Parliamentary Elections Act of 1829,
which came into force at the same time as the Emancipation Act,
increased the qualification to vote from ownership of land worth E2
per annum to £10 per annum. This reduced the electorate from
approximately 216,000 to about 37,00025 and ensured that Members
of Parliament would continue to be drawn from the landed gentry,
whether Catholic or Protestant. Although these electoral changes
applied to Protestants as well as to Catholics, their effect was
greatest on the Catholic population.
D.The Movement to Repeal of the Act of Union
In the context of what was going on in Ireland at the time-all
the great forces against him-O'Connell's was an incredible
achievement. But O'Connell did not sit back and say, I have now done
something great; I will be remembered for this and I can go back to
my lucrative practice. Instead, he devoted his energies to the other
great cause-the repeal of the Act of Union. That Act, passed in 1800,
had abolished the Irish Parliament, which had been inaugurated in
1772. Thereafter, Ireland had been governed from the United
Kingdom and through its Parliament by people who knew little
about Ireland and who cared even less about its inhabitants. There
was no legislation to improve Ireland, whose people were destitute.
24. See CouncillorO'Connell 's GrandAddress to the Freeholdersof Co. Clare, DUBLIN

EVENING POST (24 June 1828), reprintedas Election Address, 1828, UCC Multitext
Project, http://multitext.ucc.ie/d/OConnells-ElectionAddress-1828.
25. Martin McElroy, The Impact of the ParliamentaryElections (Ireland)Act (1929)
on the Irish Electorate,in POLITICS AND
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What employment there was came from the land, and peoples'
miniscule holdings were via leasehold, not freehold. There was little
industry; there was no investment.
O'Connell thought that this state of affairs could not persist,
that it was a terrible imposition on the Irish people and disastrous
for them. So he again took up the battle. At the time, Ireland had a
hundred seats in the United Kingdom House of Commons. The
number of seats allocated to Ireland was less in proportion to
Ireland's population than the number of seats allocated to the
remainder of the United Kingdom, but the British rationalized the
number as a compromise between the population ratio and that of
each country's contributions to imperial expenditures. Though the
number of seats was increased in 1832 to 105 seats, and though
candidates favoring repeal of the Act of Union ran again in various
elections, no more than thirty or forty MPs who were committed to
repeal were ever elected. And O'Connell's argument for the case of
repeal in terms of the social and economic failures of the Union
resonated little with a wholly unsympathetic United Kingdom
Parliament, which saw concessions on repealing the Union as
tantamount to dismembering the Empire.
O'Connell concluded that the Repealers needed a different
approach-one the Catholic Association had adopted in obtaining
repeal of the Penal Laws. 6 He founded the Repeal Association, which
started mobilizing the people of the country and holding mass, oras described at the time in the media-monster, meetings. These
monster meetings would have huge numbers of people attendingsixty thousand, a hundred thousand. Despite their size, they were
peaceful, well-organized, and orderly.
In 1843, forty such meetings were held. One of the most
notable was at Tara, the ancient seat of the great High Kings of
26. The Association had been suppressed as a byproduct of the Emancipation Act.
See Christine Kinealy, Ireland:Politics and Administration 1815-1870, UCC multitext,
http://multitext.ucc.ie/d/ireland-politics-andadministration_l8S15ndashl870.
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Ireland. Ten thousand horsemen left Dublin to go to Tara, about forty
miles away, as did 1300 carriages and forty-two bands, each band
dressed in the national uniform of green and white and leading its
local muster. 27 The British government estimated that the number of
people attending this monster meeting was anywhere from a
hundred thousand to one million people. Better estimates suggested
that 500,000 people attended this meeting in a completely controlled
and peaceable manner to listen to O'Connell talking about the
injustices of the union and why the Act of Union had to be repealed.
At a time of revolutionary fervor in Europe, O'Connell had not
only the vision to start such a mass movement, but the authority to
control it and channel it into a peaceful direction. The magnificence
of the vision, the magnificence of the encouragement to a nation that
had been on its knees for centuries, and the magnificence of this
articulated voice of a largely impoverished and uneducated people
demonstrated to the Irish nation and to the world the power of
idealism, the power of adherence to the rule of law, and the power of
human dignity.
Unlike other great leaders, O'Connell was not intoxicated by his
power or authority. He was driven by a belief that the trust of these
people could not be squandered or betrayed by exposing them to the
risk of death or injury. He displayed this in a unique fashion at the
last and biggest of his monster meetings. It was scheduled to be held
in October of 1843 at the site of the Battle of Clontarf, in Dublin. The
place was one of tremendous historic significance: It was at the
Battle of Clontarf in 1014 that the ancient High King of Ireland, King
Brian Boru, had defeated the Viking invaders. But the day before the
meeting, it was banned by the British government. The British
assembled a huge army near Clontarf and positioned gunboats in
Dublin Bay, which abutted Clontarf.

27. J.H. White, supra note 17 (quoting C. GAVAN DUFFY, YOUNG IRELAND 344-47 (1880)).
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O'Connell was faced with an enormous decision, one that
would steadfastly define his legacy: Should he let the meeting go
ahead and risk the safety of those who attended, or should he call it
off and in doing so be condemned for letting the people down, and
perhaps undermine the whole repeal movement?
Unlike many other leaders, O'Connell believed in and cared for
the people. He was not one who advantaged himself at their expense.
He decided, well knowing the consequences, to call off the meeting.
He did so notwithstanding that he felt the proclamation banning the
meeting was illegal, because-and this speaks resoundingly to
O'Connell's greatness-he feared it would inevitably have ended in
the slaughter of the people. It had been an act of enormous political
and personal courage.
Of course, O'Connell was heavily criticized then and
subsequently for that decision. Those who did so at the time said it
was a failure of nerve, that he was not a man with the courage to go
ahead and confront the British government. O'Connell lost much of
his standing and influence. The Repeal Movement never regained
momentum, and, by the time of O'Connell's death in 1847,
dissensions in the Repeal Association made it clear that he had
failed.2 8 For well over a century thereafter, most historians and many
prominent Irish people labeled the cancellation of the meeting
O'Connell's great failure. Those who espoused violence as the only
means of delivering Irish freedom claimed that the failure of the
Repeal Movement following Clontarf proved that political
advancement-and indeed freedom-could not be won by
constitutional means. These criticisms and claims conveniently
ignored the circumstances of the time and the near certainty of a
great many fatalities and injuries that would have resulted if the
meeting had proceeded.

28. Id. at 227.
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Worse, this misunderstanding of O'Connell and his
achievements unfortunately resulted in some quarters in an
acceptance of violence as a means to achieve a political end. That
acceptance by some and a more widespread ambivalence by others
cost Ireland dearly in the 160 years since O'Connell's death. It is only
in recent years that the true fruits of O'Connell's achievements are
being recognized and his true greatness acknowledged.
The patent explanation for O'Connell's cancelling the Clontarf
meeting was his concern that it would have ended in the slaughter of
the people; but an experience in his past explained it as well. In
1815, O'Connell had engaged in a duel with one of the great
marksman of the day; it was the marksman who had insisted on the
duel. O'Connell, never one to shirk a fight, fought this man, and,
despite the latter's great fame as a marksman, O'Connell shot and
killed him. 2 9 But the mark of O'Connell's heart was that he went to
the marksman's widow and offered to pay her an allowance for the
rest of her life, even though he had not provoked the duel. She
refused it; O'Connell paid it instead to the man's daughter for the rest
of his own life. O'Connell's remorse and his belief that lasting
freedom will not be won through violence convinced him that
violence was not the way forward at Clontarf and that the people
who had entrusted their care to him, their leadership to him, should
be protected.
Historians' criticism of O'Connell's decision to call off the
Clontarf meeting meant that, for many years, O'Connell was in large
part written out of Irish history. People failed to recognize his hand
in the constitutional tradition to which he had given birth in the
most unsympathetic and difficult circumstances-a constitutional
tradition that was continued in the late 1890s by the Home Rule MPs
in the United Kingdom Parliament. Their fight for Home Rule was
eventually effective, at least in part, and the formal repeal of the Act

29. GEOGHEGAN, supra note 16, at 147-55.
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of Union became part of a constitutional tradition that O'Connell's
actions had begun and that was ultimately reflected in the Irish
Constitutions of 1922 and 1937.30 Both the 1922 Constitution and
the 1937 Constitution that replaced it and is still in force protected
(and the latter continues to protect) people's rights in a manner
similar to those of your great Bill of Rights and your Constitution.
That was what O'Connell fought for and that was his great legacy.
O'Connell made people understand that there was another means to
that end, one that did not involve violence.
IV
UNCOMPROMISED PRINCIPLES

Your great Declaration of Independence says that "all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights, and that among those are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness."3 1 O'Connell never used those words, but his
life was dedicated to an eloquent articulation of those principles. All
he did showed his absolute and utter commitment to those rights
and his belief that they should be available for all. He was not a man
who believed that rights were to be accorded only to his friends, to
his class, to the people to whom he belonged. He believed they were
to be accorded to everybody.
If you want to identify what rights O'Connell stood for, you
would do well to look to the rights enshrined in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Its preamble recognizes "the inherent
30. The bill to repeal the 1800 Act of Union of Great Britain and Ireland was enacted,
finally, by the Third Home Rule Bill on 18 September 1914. Because of the outbreak
of the First World War, its operation was suspended indefinitely-but essentially
pending the duration of the war. It was ultimately never commenced, due to the
fundamental changes in the political landscape caused by the 1916 Easter Rising,
the rise of the Sinn F6in party, and the opposition of the Ulster Unionists. See
generally,e.g., Donal McCartney, From Parnell to Pearse:1891-1921, 266-71 in THE
COURSE OF IRISH HISTORY, supra note 17.
31. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, para 1 (U.S. 1776).
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dignity and ... the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the

human family [as] the foundation of freedom, justice and peace" and
that these "human rights should be protected through the rule of
law."32 Article 1 declares that "[a]ll human beings are born free and

equal in dignity and rights." 33 Article 2 specifies, "Everyone is
entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status." 34 These are the principles that O'Connell
espoused: he championed human dignity and freedom from
discrimination for all and he opposed slavery and every form of
discrimination.
0' Connell believed in the separation of Church and State, and,
although a Catholic, he believed in religious freedom no less than in
political freedom. He said he believed "in the principle of freedom of
conscience[,] and no man can admit that sacred principle without
extending it equally to the Jew as to the Christian."35
And he opposed sexual discrimination, which, he recognized,
not only had no justification, but was incompatible with rational
humanity. Lucretia Mott, the great abolitionist from Philadelphia,
recounted meeting O'Connell at the antislavery convention in
London in 1840. She and the other women delegates from the United
States had been refused entry to the convention by its organizers,
who did not want the women's rights issue to become associated
with the cause of ending slavery. O'Connell had arrived late, and
Lucretia Mott went up to him and asked what he thought about the
exclusion of the women. He responded that although he was initially
against the inclusion of women delegates, her inquiry had prompted
32. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Preamble, G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, UN Doc.
A/RES/217(111) (Dec. 10, 1948), available at http://www.un.org/en/documents/
udhr/.

33. Id. (Art. 1).
34. Id. (Art. 2).
35.

MAURICE O'CONNELL, DANIEL O'CONNELL: THE MAN AND His POLITics

36 (1990).
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him to examine his views on the subject and to change them. His first
view, he admitted, was founded on no better grounds than an
apprehension of the ridicule it might excite if the Convention were to
do what is so unusual in England-to admit women to an equal
share and right of discussion. Without difficulty he recognized that
this was an unworthy-indeed a cowardly-motive, and he easily
overcame its influence. His mature consideration of the entire
subject convinced him of the right of the female delegates to take
their seats in the Convention and of the injustice of excluding them.
That exclusion, being unjust, ought not to have taken place even if it
could also be politic. "Mind has no sex," he said. 36 One of the reasons
he cited for women's entitlement to admission at the Convention was
that the tools wielded in the struggle for abolition were suited to
both sexes:
[I]n the peaceable struggle to abolish slavery, all over
the world, it is the basis of the present Convention to
seek success by peaceable, moral, and intellectual
means alone, to the utter exclusion of physical force or
armed violence. We are engaged in a strife, not of
strength, but of argument. Our warfare is not military,it is strictly Christian. We wield not the weapons of
destruction or injury to our adversaries. We rely
entirely on reason and persuasion, common to both
sexes, and on the emotions of benevolence and charity,
which are more lovely and permanent amongst women
37
than amongst men."

This was a remarkable pronouncement in 1840, a remarkable
vision, a remarkable openness. O'Connell was a man whose
opposition to discrimination was built not just on a visceral hatred of
what was wrong, but on a rational humanity, on an unprejudiced
36. Letter by Daniel O'Connell to Lucretia Mott (June 20, 1840), in JAMES
MoT': LIFE AND LETTERS, 473 (Anna Davis Hollowell ed., 1884).

37. Id.
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understanding. He realized that dignity has no sex and that human
dignity is what gives rise to all the great fundamental rights that we
all cherish.
Then there were O'Connell's political beliefs. He understood
and articulated the necessary legal basis for the democratic state and
the limits this principle and the rule of law imposed on those who
governed. He also recognized the obligations of those in authority to
protect those they represented. In his speech at Tara he condemned
the Act of Union, which had been passed by the Irish Parliament in
response to persuasion, corruption, force, and pressure by the
United Kingdom. He repeated these convictions two months later at
a mass meeting at Mullaghmast:
I tell you that no portion of the empire had the power to
traffic on the rights and liberties of the Irish people. The
Irish people nominated them to make laws, and not
legislatures. They were appointed to act under the
Constitution, and not annihilate it. Their delegation
from the people was confined within the limits of the
Constitution, and the moment the Irish Parliament went
beyond those limits and destroyed the Constitution, that
moment it annihilated its own power, but could not
annihilate the immortal spirit of liberty which belongs,
as a rightful inheritance, to the people of Ireland. Take
it, then, from me that the Union is void.
I will not risk the safety of one of you. I could not afford
the loss of one of you-I will protect you all, and it is
better for you all to be merry and alive, to enjoy the
repeal of the Union; but there is not a man of you there
that would not, if we were attacked unjustly and
38
illegally, be ready to stand in the open field by my side.

38. Daniel O'Connell, In Favorof the Repeal of the Union (1843) (speech delivered at
Mullaghmast), available at http://www.bartleby.com/268/6/17.html.
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Shortly after, at Clontarf, he remembered that promise not to risk
Irish lives. And it was a promise that he kept. He protected the Irish
people as best he could. Circumstances dictated that he could not
achieve all of his aims, but his idealism and his ideas survived and
eventually won through.
O'Connell's belief in the universality of human rights was the
bedrock of his philosophy, a belief on which he was not prepared to
compromise. For him, equality was not some bargaining chip or
something to be accorded only in certain circumstances or to certain
people or when it did not damage his interests or those whom he
represented. Nor was his commitment to equality merely abstract.
He was prepared to fight for it even when it prejudiced the interests
of those he represented. In 1829, before he was to speak at an
antislavery meeting in London, he was approached by a friend who
urged him to keep in mind the twenty-seven proslavery MPs who
represented the West India interest in the United Kingdom
Parliament, who would not be pleased if O'Connell spoke out against
the traffic in slavery. This was worrisome because O'Connell would
need the votes of those MPs in order to pass the Emancipation Bill,
yet to come before Parliament. But O'Connell responded, "Irepresent
the Irish people here, and I will act as the Irish people will sanction.
Come liberty, come slavery to myself, I will never countenance
slavery, at home or abroad!"39 And speak he did, in trenchant terms,
against the interests of the slave traders. Luckily, the repeal later
passed, notwithstanding.
During the repeal movement, many repeal associations had
formed in America, made up of Irish immigrants-great Americans
who supported the cause of Irish freedom-who contributed huge
sums to the movement. In the 1840s, O'Connell was an outspoken

39. Daniel O'Connell, Speech before the Dublin Repeal Association (September 1844),

in
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critic of slavery in America. As he had been asked to do in the United
Kingdom regarding trafficking in slaves, he was asked to let up on his
criticism of slavery in America. But O'Connell did not. In the end, he
refused to accept contributions from anybody who supported
slavery-an enormous, uncompromising idealism unparalleled in
terms of principle and in terms of vision. "We may not get money
from America after this declaration," he said; "but we do not want
blood-stained money."40 No matter what the cost for what he
cherished most for his own people, he was not prepared to
compromise. He was not prepared to trade. No matter what the cost
for him personally, because he had devoted his life to this, he was not
prepared to compromise and not prepared to give up.
V
CONCLUSION
It was O'Connell's great tragedy that he lived to see the onset of
the great famine in Ireland. The famine began in 1845, reaching its
zenith in 1847 and 1848. As always, O'Connell's first reaction was his
concern for his own people. What could he do? He had land and
tenants in Kerry in the southwest of Ireland. He bought ten tons of
Indian meal and distributed it free to these tenants in an effort to
ensure that they had food. But the United Kingdom government was
far less magnanimous. This was a time of a heartbreaking lack of
understanding, even of vindictiveness. The Whig government in the
United Kingdom decided that even though Ireland was part of the
United Kingdom, it would not spend any money supplying food to
the people who were starving.
40. AMERICAN
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In January of 1847, O'Connell, in terrible health and shortly
before his death, made one last great journey. He went to the United
Kingdom Parliament, which he had dominated for nearly twenty
years. He was a man of great stature, recognized by all the British
parliamentarians and British prime ministers as a great orator. What
indignity he must have suffered in dragging himself to stand at the
bar at the House of Commons, when he could barely walk, his great
voice-a voice that had commanded the Chambers, commanded the
monster meetings-barely a whisper. He croaked and beseeched the
Parliament to save Ireland: "Ireland is in your hands and in your
power. If you do not save her, she cannot save herself."41 He
predicted with the sincerest conviction that one fourth of the
population would perish unless England came to her relief. It took
enormous courage to return to a House of Commons he had once
dominated in such a powerless state and to beg for survival for his
42

country.
Parliament did not listen, and O'Connell was dead by May of
1847. His death was a great tragedy, but it marked the end of a great
fight. What he represented is something we all, as people, hold dear.
As lawyers we hold the ideals he espoused to be so fundamental as to
be the very essence of our beings. O'Connell was one who held these
ideals in a context of utter antagonism, of hopelessness, of despair
and despondency-one who stood up and never compromised for
these ideals. That was truly a magnificent achievement. But in some
sense, what I am most proud of, of all, is his belief in the universal
nature of these rights. These were not rights to be confined to
Ireland. He said, notwithstanding the condition of the Irish people

41. Fr. Antaine 6 Duibhir, The Death of DanielO'Connell, GREEN DRAGON 3,3 (June
1997), http://www.ballinagree.freeservers.com/gdragon3.pdf.
42. Approximately one million people died in the Great Famine; another million
emigrated. Sean Connolly, Ireland:Society and Economy 1815-1870,UCC Multitext
§ 7, http://multitextucc.ie/d/Ireland-society-and-economy-1815ndashl870.
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themselves, "Ireland and Irishmen should be foremost in seeking to
43
effect the emancipation of mankind."
It was teaching a people who shared these great ideals and
principles-principles so timeless and universal that they have
subsequently been enshrined in the Universal Declaration of
Rights-to behave in a constitutional manner. That was O'Connell's
great achievement. It was a heroic achievement. It was an
achievement by a man who did it largely on his own. He was not
supported by the world's other great leaders, like those you had in
your own great country. He had to fight that battle alone, at great
personal cost, and had to keep at all times clear in his mind what was
right and what was wrong, what could be compromised and what
could not. He was a man who would have greatly admired the
principles of America today. And I like to think that if he were
around, he would be invited to be a member.
Thank you very much indeed.

43. Speech delivered at a Meeting of the Dublin Anti-Slavery Society, 1830, in
PATRIOT: DANIEL O'CONNELL'S LEGACY TO IRISH AMERICANS 6 (1847).
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COLD CASES: BODIES FROM AFAR*
Tim White, Ph.D.**

I
INTRODUCTION
Afar. It's a word we know. It means far away. I'll be talking
about things that are geographically far away-and things that are
temporally far away. These things are from the appropriately named
Afar region in Ethiopia.
But before we go
there, let's start with a
little California geography.
the
at
I teach
University of California at
Berkeley. If you had sailed
through the Golden Gate
at the beginning of the
twentieth century and

Berkel
4- Erne

ille

passed San Francisco on
the right, you would have
seen this going on:

La Jolla 4
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* Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of
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** Professor, Department of Integrative Biology, and Director of the Human
Evolution Research Center, The University of California at Berkeley.
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Emeryville Shellmound in the early twentieth
Century, being leveled to preparethe sitefor a paintfactoryl

This was a commercial excavation into the Emeryville Shellmound.
The shellmound is now gone, completely destroyed by these
commercial activities. The town of Emeryville is there today, but the
shellmound is not.
Berkeley was a young university in those days. In 1902, and
again in the 1920s, the university archeologists began to dig into that
mound before it was destroyed, asking such questions as, What was
here before us? and, How far back can we go in time to learn about
what was here then?
To seek answers to those questions, archaeologists dug
through eighteen meters of deposit-down to the bottom of that
mound. That's about as far back as you can go in terms of
understanding what was there in the past, with things at the bottom
of the mound representing the earliest known human occupation of
that particular place. It was human occupation in the centuries that
followed that had built the mound. From archeology we know that
native Californians lived there for at least 3000 years, and that this
mound had accumulated as a result. It is called a shell mound
because as these early inhabitants harvested and ate the shellfish
from the bay, they discarded the shells. As the mound grew, they also
1. Source of photograph: http://hearstmuseum.berkeley.edu/exhibitions/cent/1_6
2.html.
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buried their dead in it. Archeological evidence recovered from the
university's excavations is now in the Hearst Museum of
Anthropology at Berkeley, available for study, a unique documentation of California's past held in trust for the people of California by
the Regents of the University.
But what if you want to know about the even deeper past of
California? Well, then you have to go down to the southern coast. In
the global scope of archaeological excavations, the artifacts found
there are actually not so old. But for California, 10,000 years old is
very old.
The University of California at San Diego and the Scripps
Institute of Oceanography are right on the coast; the USCD
chancellor's residence sits on a bluff overlooking the ocean: it's
prime La Jolla real estate. During the 1970s, archaeologists did some
excavation there, and they found two human skeletons-a double
burial-in the yard of the UCSD
chancellor's residence. 2 The chancellor is
not a suspect in this because the remains
are between 9000 and 9600 years old.
Their age was confirmed by radiocarbon
dating. These skeletons bear on the
question of who the first human
occupants of the western hemisphere
were.
Indeed, these are among the earliest
human remains from the Americas, but
the University of California wishes to
"repatriate" them to local Indian tribes.
Ancient skeletonsfound in 1976 on the property
of the UCSD chancellor,LaJolla, California

2. Source of photo: Rex Dalton, Scientists Fight University of Californiato Study Rare
Ancient Skeletons, WIRED SCIENCE (May 20, 2011), available at http://www.wired.
com/wiredscience/2011/05/ucsd-skeleton-fight/.
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They're around the same age as the famous Kennewick man of the
Pacific Northwest, a skeleton that the Ninth Circuit Court ruled to be
not "Native American" under the definition of the Native American
3
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act.

An article in Wired Science, an online magazine, reported that
the skeletons were "among the most valuable for genetic analysis in
the continental United States [because] the exceptionally preserved
bones could potentially produce the oldest complete human genome
4
from the continent."
"But only," the author added, "if scientists aren't barred from
studying them." The article was entitled, "Scientists Fight University
of California to Study Rare Ancient Skeletons." I'm one of the
scientists barred from studying the bones. You can see why I like to
surround myself with lawyers.
II
EVIDENCE AND REASON INLAW AND SCIENCE

Battles of this nature are far from new.
When Darwin published, many objected to his ideas. Asa Gray,
a renowned botanist at Harvard, supported Darwin and was an
effective advocate for him.5 Darwin and he began a correspondence.
At one point, Darwin wrote to thank Gray for his support, and in
doing so perhaps showed his sense of humor. In an 1860 letter to
Gray, Darwin wrote, "My conclusion is that you have made a mistake
in being a Botanist, you ought to have been a lawyer & you would
have rolled in wealth by perverting the truth instead of studying the
living truths of this world." 6 So: Darwin, the comedian.

3. Bonnichsen v. United States, 367 F.3d 864 (9th Cir. 2004).
4. Supra note 2.
5. Source of Photo: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Asa-Gray-by-john
Whipple,1864.jpg.
6. Letter of Charles Darwin to Asa Gray, 22 July 1860, available at Darwin
Correspondence Database, http://www.darwinproject.ac.uk/entry-2876.
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The young Darwin, of course, had set off on a circumnavigation
of the world on a little sailing ship known as the Beagle. Darwin went
on that voyage with a creationist worldview: that all species had
been separately created in their present form around 6000 years
ago. Darwin came back from that voyage thinking basically the same
thing, but by now he had a lot of data and insights that he had
collected along the way. It took a long time for Darwin to think about
those, about how species come about, about the place of humans in
the natural world. One of the things that prompted Darwin finally to
publish his ideas was that somebody else came up with the same
ones. This was A.R. Wallace, working in what is now Indonesia.
By 1857, Darwin was writing to Wallace about their joint
presentation of these ideas on how species arose-about how we
really got here. Yet Darwin was reluctant to mention human
evolution. He wrote to Wallace, "You ask whether I shall discuss
"man"; -I think I shall avoid [the] whole subject, as so surrounded
with prejudices, though I fully admit that it is the highest & most
7
interesting problem for the naturalist."

Why would Darwin initially avoid/ this subject in the
presentation of his grand idea of evolution via natural selection? In
1859, Darwin published his most famous book, On the Origin of
Species. Not the species, but the origin of species. He wrote of all
these species-starfish, fish, reptiles, plants, birds. The only thing
Darwin said about man in that book was that "Light will be thrown
on the origin of man and his history."8
Darwin would then wait until 1871 before attempting to
provide specific answers to the question of how humans-naked,
bipedal, small-canined, huge-brained primates-got here. In his
book on the subject, The Descent of Man, he wrote, "[W]e are not here
7. Letter of Charles Darwin to A.R. Wallace, 22 Dec. 1857, available at Darwin
Correspondence Database, http://www.darwinproject.ac.uk/entry-2192.
8. CHARLES DARWIN, ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION, OR THE
PRESERVATION OF FAVOURED RACES IN THE STRUGGLE FOR LIFE 490 (London: John Murray)

(1859).
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concerned with hopes or fears, only with the truth as far as our
reason permits us to discover it; and I have given the evidence to the
best of my ability."9 Evidence, reason, and logic are essential
ingredients in your profession. And in mine.
A. Evidence in the Field: The Laetoli Site
There is evidence of deep human ancestry on the Serengeti
Plains in Northern Tanzania. Today it takes the form of impressions
left in an outcrop of volcanic ash, a horizon formed when a volcano
exploded there 3.75 million years ago.
The outcrop provides an amazing window into the past. We
can go back only 10,000 years in California. But in the Serengeti, we
can go back 3.75 million years and expose these ancient horizons of
volcanic ash to discover what was happening long ago-it's like a
snapshot of the geological past.
Giraffes were there then, among other organisms, and they left
footprints. The local Maasai kids, watching us dust off the fossilized
footprints in 1978, were wondering
what was going on, but they could
recognize many of the tracks we
uncovered. Other tracks, like those of
guinea fowl, were there, too-bird
tracks left in this volcanic ash.
Baboon tracks, too.
Mary Leakey was leading the

project at the site. She had brought
over her footprint expert, Dr. Louise
The author, with Mary Leakey,
excavating ancient human ancestor
footprints in northern Tanzania in
1978. Photo © Peter Jones.

9. CHARLES DARWIN, I1THE DESCENT OF MAN 405 (John Murray, London 1871).
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Robbins, from North Carolina State University. The first clue that
something was amiss probably should have been when Dr. Robbins
whipped out her Sherlock Holmes magnifying glass to look at the
fossilized ash surface. Volcanic ashes are fairly course-grained. They
don't preserve the detail we rely on for fingerprint identification. But
we gave her the benefit of the doubt because, of course, she had a
PhD in anthropology and was a board-certified forensic anthropologist.
We'd excavate or collect fossils during the day. At night, we
would sit around the campfire, because it's fairly cold up there at
Laetoli. Mary Leakey would come out of her portable tin house, sit
with us, and talk about the day's events. One day we'd found some
adult baboon footprints-tracks made by long-vanished baboons. At
one point, Mary exclaimed (after a sundowner or three), "Oh, Louise,
wouldn't it be wonderful if we were to find baboon babies' footprints
in the ash. Maybe there were baboon families in this area."
And we all said, "Okay, great. Time for dinner."
But not long afterward, Dr. Robbins announced at the campfire
that she had found the baby-baboon footprints. We went back the
next day and found a number of little pebbles aligned on the surface.
Louise Robbins said, "Just look there. There are the tracks of the
babies." And we looked. Of course, there were no tracks on the
surface-just the pebbles. We said, "We can't see anything." And she
said, "Well, it's not the right time of day. You have to come back
when the light is just right."
B. Evidence in the Courtroom
My office is in the Valley Life Sciences Building at Berkeley.
Occasionally I'll have a knock on the door, and when I open it, it's
sometimes the campus police. They'll have a paper bag with some
bones inside that they'll want me to identify. Normally, it turns out to
be a deer or a dog or a raccoon or something like that, not usually an
administrator's head, or a student's. So even though I wrote the book
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on human osteology,10 I'm rarely retained as an expert witness to
opine on human traces. I don't have a lot of time for such work,
anyway. I work in Africa, and court schedules mean that I often won't
be available to testify.
But there was an exception to my typical unavailability for
expert testimony. Between 1979 to 1984-right after we dug up
those Laetoli footprints-I served as an expert witness for the
defense in Redwood City, Santa Rosa, and Marin County on a series
of homicide and rape cases involving footprints, shoe prints, and
sock prints. I testified against Dr. Robbins' conclusions based on
what I had observed in Africa about her methodological unreliability
and documented suggestibility.
Dr. Robbins died in 1987 at fifty-seven years of age. In 1992,
the CBS program 48 Hours exposed her as an overtly fraudulent
expert witness. Shortly afterward, an article in the ABA Journal
recalled that "her amazing feet-reading ability seemed to dazzle
juries and made her something of a celebrity on the criminal trial
circuit. Newspapers called her a female 'Quincy.'... Her techniques
were even touted in the pages of Time magazine.""1 The same article
noted, though, that by the early 90s her claims had been "thoroughly
debunked by the rest of the scientific community[:] "Her
observations were unreliable. She was overly imaginative and she
was incredibly suggestible regarding the interpretation of evidence.
She kept saying things that could not be documented, and for very
12
good reason. It was all in her mind."
You may be familiar with the National Academy of Science's
report on strengthening forensic science.1 3 It certainly needs to
10. T.D. WHITE ET AL., HUMAN OSTEOLOGY (2012).

11. Mark Hansen, Believe ltorNot, 79 A.B.A. . 64, 64 (June 1993).
12. Id. at 65 (quoting Prof. Tim White).
13. COMMITTEE ON

IDENTIFYING THE NEEDS OF THE FORENSIC SCIENCE

COMMUNITY, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES,
STRENGTHENING FORENSIC SCIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES: A PATH FORWARD

(2009), availableat https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffilesl/nij/grants/228091.pdf.
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happen in the United States. The moral of these stories is of course
that whether we're scientists, advocates, or jurors, we've got to be
skeptical of expert-witness testimony.
So back to the fossil evidence in Tanzania-the footprints we
were excavating with Mary Leakey. Impressions found by a
geochemist on the expedition turned out to be trails left by human
ancestors. Three individuals-each walking on two legs (a mode of
progression that is unique among mammals)-walked to the north
on that freshly fallen volcanic ash 3.75 million years ago. This is
evidence that addresses that profound question that Darwin had
asked, "Where do we come from?"
Anthropologists know that every culture has developed its
own answer to that question. Some of these you can read about on
an amusing website, www.BigMyth.com. It illustrates creation myths
from all over the world-from northern Europe to Australia to South
Africa. Of course, not all of these answers can be correct. It turns out
that not a single one of them is correct; they are all wrong.
The correct one is that we evolved.
Darwin sketched the basics out in
1837, long before he published On the
Origin of Species or The Descent of
._
14
Man.
There in his notebooks he
~
c~ '~
depicts life as a branching tree. He
.
realized that all of these living species
are end points in an evolutionary
process and that all of them are linked
.
through common ancestors.
What does this answer mean for us humans? It means that we
share a common ancestor. We are part of the tree of life, not apart
from it. From common ancestors, each one of the living species we

14. Sketch of Darwin's tree of life, available at http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Darwins-first-tree.jpg.
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see today split off and evolved along its own evolutionary pathway.
This was made clear even in Darwin's first book.
After The Descent of Man was published, the cartoonists of the
day portrayed Darwin like this:15
They put a human head on the body
I
I
of a chimpanzee and said, in effect, "This is
absurd. It's ridiculous to imagine that
humans could have anything to do with 4-.
animals like apes or monkeys."
Much of the scientific community at
the time recognized the brilliance of
Darwin's insight, but even by 1925, we
were still having issues with the concept of
evolution here in the Unites States. Correction: Last Sunday, the New
York Times16 ran an opinion piece entitled "Pseudoscience and
Tennessee's Classrooms," not addressing the debate over that state's
classrooms of the 1920s, but rather the injection of modern Biblical
creationism into the science classrooms of the twenty-first century.
-,

III
NEW (OLD) EVIDENCE OF HUMAN ORIGINS:
DISCOVERING THE UNEXPECTED
During the 1970s, a 3.2-million-year-old, hominid partial
skeleton nicknamed "Lucy" took us about halfway back in time to the
last common ancestor we shared with the chimpanzees. Those
footprints at Laetoli were just a little older, and they told the same
story.

15. Satirical sketch of Darwin as an ape, published in The Hornet, 22 March 1871,
availableat http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Editorial cartoon-depicting_
CharlesDarwin as-anape_%281871%29.jpg
16. Editorial, Pseudosience and Tennessee's Classrooms.N.Y. TIMEs, April 15, 2012, at
A18.
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Our

pelvis

is

fairly

unique

among

primates, but Lucy's is very similar to ours and
not similar to that of a chimpanzee. Lucy
walked on two feet in accordance with those
bipedal footprints that we found in Tanzania,
yet her brain was roughly the size of a
17
chimpanzee's brain.
This is interesting because, when we
think about what we call phylogeny-the
family tree-the question we had been asking
back in the 1970s, when Lucy was found, was
this: Who came before Lucy was born, and
before she and her kin left those 3.75-millionyear-old footprints in Tanzania's sands of time?
The question could not be answered because
there were no fossils preceding Lucy's. The
"Lucy"skeleton

prevailing hypothesis was that creatures like

chimpanzees had moved into open savanna
grasslands and ultimately became human after we split from that
last common ancestor.
During the 1990s, our team started doing some serious work
on the period that predated Lucy. I could have titled this talk
"Ardipithecus-Discoveringthe Unexpected" because what we found
did not fit expectations that, as we went back in time, our ancestors
would have been more and more chimpanzee-like.
We knew-we expected-that the discovery of Ardi was
momentous. What we didn't expect was the global attention that she
would attract. For instance, Ardi's portrait ended up above the fold
on the front page of the Wall Streetjournal.

17. Lucy skeleton cast at the American Museum of Natural History, availableat
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Squelette-de-Lucy.)PG.
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A. Finding Ardi: The Geographical and Geological Background
At the base of the Horn of Africa lies a geological triple junction
between three rift valleys: a water-filled rift known as the Gulf of
Aden; another, known as the Red Sea; and the continental African
rift.

The geography, tectonic and volcanic geology, and sedimentolog of the Afar Rift
of Ethiopia. Artwork by Henry Gilbert atop satellite imagery of the rift.

Tectonics, the movement of the earth's plates, conditions this
part of Africa's geography much as it does here in California. Here,
the continental plates move against each other in a slip-and-slide
manner, often resulting in earthquakes. The plates in the Horn of
Africa, though, are part of a pull-apart mechanism that creates rifts
as they move apart. This doesn't happen very quickly, on the scale of
our lifetimes. It's about seventeen millimeters every year. By
geological standards, though, that's fast, and there are many
consequences.
As the plates pull apart, a rift valley is formed between them.
Rain and river water collect in the rift and brings sediment down
into its basins. The Earth's crust, weakened by the rifting, vents
pressurized liquid to the surface. The result is volcanic activity
concentrated in space and time. This is not good news if you live
right there on one of those fissures. But if you're a paleontologist, it's
great because it is a recipe for the formation of a time-calibrated
fossil record.
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On the drainage divide between the Nile (behind the people) and
the Afar rift Photo courtesy of the author.

Imagine standing on Ethiopian highlands looking right over the
edge, into the Afar rift valley. You are standing on the drainage
divide between water draining, via the Nile, into the Mediterranean
Sea to the north, and water draining into the Afar rift. The latter is a
lowland sediment trap, which is good news for fossils. The rift edge
would be a bad place to become a fossil. If you died there your bones
would not be preserved; even if buried, your bones would soon be
exposed by erosion and disintegrate on the surface. In the lowland,
however, where the water collects and pools into lakes and
rivers-and, of course, carries sediment-your bones would stand a
much better chance of preservation. And so it has been for millions
or years.
A paleoanthropological transect through our Middle Awash
study area has all these elements, albeit in a remote area of Ethiopia.
The ingredients of a rift valley are all there: the stratovolcano; water
that has pooled into a lake hosting hippos and crocodiles; and the
dry ridge, where a series of Afar villages are located.
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Modern ingredientsof tomorrow'sfossil record: The Middle Awash study area
of Ethiopia,featuringthe active volcano Ayelu in the background; Yardi lake in
the foregroundaccumulatingsediments; active tectonics that will bring any
fossilized remains to the surface, exposing them to erosion and discovery by
future paleoanthropologists.Photo courtesy of the author.

A critical part of the sedimentary record is volcanic. Volcanoes
are still erupting in Africa. An eruption occurred just north of our
study area, in November of 2008. We in the west didn't hear as much
about it as we did about the Icelandic eruptions, which disrupted air
travel. The erupted Afar volcanic ash was blown out over the Red
Sea. This has been happening for millions of years in the Afar.
All of that volcanic dust and ash eventually settles back down
to the ground. When it does, it settles out in a horizon, an ash layer,
that we can recognize in ancient sediments and that tectonics have
now brought back to the surface. Sediments are now exposed to
erosion, and this erosion creates the badlands topographies in which
our team now works. One volcanic horizon we found, for example,
has crystals inside it that contain million of years' worth of
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accumulated argon gas. By measuring the trapped gas, we were able
to accurately determine how long it was since the rock was molten3.9 million years had passed since the volcano erupted.
We can also look at the glass shards inside that layer of ash.
Each eruption has a unique geochemical fingerprint because each
magma chamber creates a unique chemical mixture. These facts
allow us to trace and link these ashes all the way out into submarine
drill cores from the Gulf of Aden and across eastern Africa. In this
way, we have built a geological and geochronological framework for
the fossils we find, calibrating their ages precisely and accurately,
and thereby allowing for a more-detailed understanding of the
evolutionary process.
B. Making Camp
This research area has no roads, no hardware stores. Our
vehicles carry University of California research equipment and all
the food and supplies we need into this remote area every year. We
take everything with us in four-wheel-drive vehicles, building our
roads along camel tracks. Daytime temperatures here are 115 to 120
degrees, so we try to put our camp in the shade. But for work time,
there is no shade on the outcrop at all, so we have to create it
ourselves by hoisting a tarp. It's a lot cooler than having lunch in the
burning sunshine. When we have trees, of course, we put the
campsite tents under them to keep cool. The reason the area's few
trees are where they are, of course, is because that's where the water
pools, then percolates downward to water the trees or evaporates
from pools on the surface. This conveniently leaves a thin layer of
sediment every year. If we were to drill down into the sediment in
which the trees are now growing, we'd find about a kilometer's
worth of sedimentary deposits below, containing evidence of what
has happened in this place during the last six million years.
We try to go to the area in the dry season, but rainfall in this
part of Africa is erratic, and when it rains, it gets really interesting.
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Rain is bad news for us because the cars can't move; the local river
overflows, and we're stuck in a sediment trap, drinking muddy
water. All kinds of animals come up out of their holes on these
floodplains of the modern Afar floor to escape the water. You want to
tuck your pants into your socks before you leave your tent in the
morning because things like scorpions will crawl up anything
vertical to get out of the water. And that water is coming down from
the rift margin. If you stand on the bank of one of these flooding
ephemeral streams, you can watch camel carcasses, all kinds of trees,
all kinds of stuff washing down, carrying a lot of sediment into the
lake. Try to cross that flooding river with your car; you won't make it
across. But you and your vehicle will be fossils in the making.
C. Probing the Past, Building the Future
Our research project has been going on in Ethiopia for over
thirty years. We've been building local capacity for scientific
research and now have specialists from many different disciplines
and from many different countries, especially Ethiopia. Ethiopia is
unique among African countries in its culture, its geography, indeed,
its history. Its orthodox Christian ceremonies, for example, go back
for millennia.
We've shared the data generated by our project worldwide. 18
But we're particularly pleased about what's happened with the
science in Ethiopia, itself. The Ethiopian government has recently
completed a building that took five years to construct. Today, it's a
world-class facility built by one of the poorest countries in the world
to house its antiquities-among them, the precious fossils and
artifacts we have found in the Afar. Ethiopia recognizes that this kind
of investment in its national heritage, the world's heritage, is
important not just educationally, but in terms of the country's own
development as heritage tourism increases worldwide.
18. See www.middleawash.berkeley.edu.
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D. Slice of Time
One of the time slices we've focused on is the paleo-world of
the Afar at 4.4 million years ago. This was long before stone tools
appear in the record (about 2.5 million years ago), and more than a
million years before Lucy walked the Afar.
Geographically, we were looking at an immense landscape.
How, in such a vast area, do you find very ancient bones? Well, for
perspective, one thing we can do is go up in the air (and beyond, with
satellites) and look down. To get an overview, a helicopter with a
high-definition camera mounted on its nose can be flown around.
When we look down on today's landscape, we see ancient sediments
eroding away. At a place called Aramis, we found a layer of volcanic
ash within the sediments and traced it for kilometers across the
landscape. It's a time horizon. We put people on the ground, crawling
shoulder-to-shoulder, picking up everything they find underneath
that volcanic ash, which we dated to 4.4 million years old. Doing so is
not easy. As researchers crawl across these surfaces, it's scorching
hot, and there can be snakes and scorpions under the stones.

Helicopter view of the Aramis area; team members crawling the surface in a line
below the parked vehicles, collecting fossils from eroding sediments just below a
volcanic ash horizon dated to 4.4 million years old. Photo courtesy of the author.
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Most of the fossils that the collectors find and pick up are little.
Occasionally they run across things like living dung beetles (which
are obviously not fossils, so obviously they don't collect them). But
the amazing thing about this place is that you can find the 4.4million-year-old ancestors of these living beetles that look pretty
much just like the living one. We collected fossilized dung-beetle
balls-nests of them-and we found evidence of dozens of other
organisms that were alive at the time, like a fruit bat that flew in the
Afar's night skies 4.4 million years ago, or a young monkey who died
of unknown causes. By cleaning the adhering sedimentary rock away
in the laboratory, we could see its full dentition: it was the lower jaw
of a leaf-eating monkey. Unlike the dung beetle, leaf-eating monkeys
don't live in that place today. This is now an extremely dry area, so
there are insufficient leaves for them to eat. Not so in the deep past.
We've found fossilized seeds, and we've found fossilized wood from
the fig trees that once grew there. And we've found fragments of all
kinds of other plants and animals that lived there so long ago.
In 1994, Berkeley graduate student and team member
Yohannes Haile-Selassie (no relation to the former emperor of
Ethiopia) was crawling across the surface at Aramis, finding bits of
bone, shattered fragments, below the 4.4-million-year-old volcanic
horizon. Two of these were little pieces of bone from the palm of a
hand. The student identified them right on the spot as having to do
with humans (as he should have, because he taught my Osteology
class at Berkeley for many years, and identification of fragments is
one of the things that students learn in that class). So we sieved the
surface to extract as many of the scattered small pieces as we could.
We excavated the spot, took off the top of a small hill, and inside it
found a dense concentration of pieces-all skeletal parts of a female
hominid individual. The problem with the bones was that they were
fragmented, crushed, and distorted. They were so soft that we had to
preserve them with a liquid preservative. We drip the preservative
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onto the fossil to solidify it-like a sort of super glue-then lift it
from the excavation, carefully transporting it to the laboratory.

Yohannes Haile-Selassie and Dr. Berhane Asfaw with the first parts of the Ardipithecus
skeleton in the Middle Awash field camp, January 2005. The fragile bones are encased in
protective plaster jacketsfor transport back to the laboratory in Ethiopia's National
Museum. Photo courtesv of the author.

At the end of that 1994 season, the first of three at this
excavation, we had exposed a dense concentration of pieces and
removed the skeletal elements in hardened sediment encased and
protected by plaster jackets. Most of the bones we still couldn't even
see, entombed as they were in the sediment and plaster.
Given the fight scientists are having with the University of
California over the 10,000-year-old bones found in the chancellor's
garden at La Jolla, you will appreciate how rare-and how
valuable-old bones are as evidence of our past. The human
ancestor fossils in Africa are millions of years old. Associated parts of
skeletons from single individuals are so rare they are often given
names such as Ethiopia's "Lucy," a three-and-a-half-foot-tall
individual, or Kenya's "Turkana Boy."
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Neither Lucy nor the Turkana Boy skeleton had much in the
way of hands and feet, nor did any of the other partial skeletons my
colleagues and I have discovered. But the Afar skeleton from 4.4
million years ago did. It took fifteen years to restore the pieces of
that skeleton, and to recover and identify the organisms that shared
its world of the past. We nicknamed the skeleton "Ardi," meaning
"ground" in the Afar language and an abbreviation for the genus
name Ardipithecus. Our goal was to understand not just the geology
of the site where we'd found the skeleton, but the biology of the
organisms, themselves-indeed, the whole prehistoric ecology of
this place so far away in time. It was a mission to the very deep past
with a lot of different authors from different countries-eleven
papers published in a single issue of the journal Science.19
To make a long story short, fifteen years after we started the
excavation, we were standing outside the headquarters of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science in
Washington, DC, getting ready to present this discovery to the
assembled media associated with the publication of our papers. We
walked inside to face more than a dozen television cameras. One
reporter asked, "Why did it take so long to publish these findings?"
The answer, of course, is that these are unique fossils. There's only
one of these skeletons. Maybe no other ones will ever be found. So
they're not just Ethiopian heritage, they are true world heritage. And
that meant our team had an enormous challenge and responsibility
to preserve, protect, and accurately interpret the unique evidence
that we had recovered.
E. Revealing Ardi's Habitat
It took years before we were able to publish our discovery with
the best answers we could come up with, answers to questions such
as, Within this rift-valley environment, what was the habitat of this

19. 326 SCIENCE (2 Oct. 2009)
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creature? That's where the context becomes important: those dungbeetle balls, those other fossils. We had to identify them all, and to
analyze everything-from their anatomy to the scratches on their
teeth, to the isotopic composition of their enamel.
For example, I personally don't know one bird bone from the
next, but Antoine Louchart, the team's paleo-ornithologist from
Lyon, France, does. If you give him a series of little bird bones, he can
tell you what birds they came from, even bones from birds that lived
4.4 million years ago. The avifauna we recovered was dominated by
parrots and peacocks. These are not desert birds. They're not
grassland birds. Most of the fossil record of birds comes from water
birds, because they're easy to fossilize: they die and sink (though we
had hardly any ducks at all). We were able to identify many other
different animals, though, with the help of many different specialists
other than paleo-ornithologists. These fossilized animals were all
evidence for a woodland setting. These results were independently
confirmed by the Ardipithecus fossils themselves, not just Ardi, but
all the other fossilized bits of bones and teeth representing males,
females, and children of her species recovered from the same
stratum of sediment. The dental, cranial, and post-cranial (belowthe-neck anatomy) fossils of this hominid species confirmed that it
was a woodland creature. This overturned a good deal of thought
about how humans arose, effectively falsifying the hypothesis that
our earliest ancestors after the split from chimpanzees evolved
because of a savanna existence.
F. Puzzling out the Bones
Ardi's skeleton, that of one individual, a young adult female,
had the biologically key parts-skull, teeth, pelvis, hands, and feetthat would allow unprecedented insights into the biology of our
earliest known human ancestors.
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We had found parts of a good
other
Ardipithecus
number
of
individuals in the same layer, but Ardi
was by far the most complete. Still, we
first had to put her back together, for
her bones had suffered greatly over
geological time. Take, for example, one
of her molar teeth. If you were to walk
with
into your
dentist's office
something like what we found, your
dentist would say, "You crushed it
beyond repair, let's pull it out." But we
had to put the tooth back together again
under a microscope by removing the
calcite crystals that had shattered the
crown as they grew in its center.
As for Ardi's skull, we had it, but
unfortunately, it had been broken and
crushed. If you were to take a human
skull and a chimpanzee skull and saw
them in half, you would see that a
chimpanzee has quite a small brain
Photo courtesy ofthe author.
compared to the human's. Ardi's skull
had been flattened because a large
mammal had come along after her death and squashed it flat before
it fossilized. So we had to begin with its component pieces. The
restoration was difficult, but the task was facilitated by a technology
called micro-CT that allows us to take serial scans through this
crushed skull, capturing the three-dimensional attributes of each
piece accurately in a digital medium. We could then digitally
segregate all of the skull's various parts, undistort the whole, and
reassemble the whole in its original form, into the skull of a female
Ardipithecus. The result was a skull with a very small brain case-no
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larger than that of a chimpanzee, with an unspecialized chewing
apparatus, but with weaker facial projection and smaller canine
teeth than in chimps, and with a very short cranial base. The latter
features are shared exclusively with later humans in the fossil
record, indicating that Ardipithecus is on our branch of the family
tree rather than that of some early ape.
The pelvis is an important bone because it's the foundation of
our unique locomotion. As we cleaned the Ardipithecus pelvis out of
the sediment that had entombed it, we were looking to see how
broad it was. It turned out to be quite broad. In fact, if you take that
restored pelvis and superimpose it on Lucy, the pelvic blade is
equally wide. This breadth and the pelvic orientation are important
because-compared to chimpanzees-Lucy, Ardi, and human lower
backs are flexible, with the lower vertebrae aligned such that our
center of gravity placed above the pelvis. As bipeds, our pelvises
flare out to the side so we can keep the center of gravity over the
supporting leg as we walk. Chimpanzees, with an inflexible lower
back, can't do that, and must lurch from side to side when they walk
on two legs.
Surprisingly, the ischium, the part of the pelvis that you sit on,
was longer in Ardi than in Lucy or humans. The ischium in
chimpanzees provides a long lever arm, which is important in
climbing. Ardi's long ischium showed climbing abilities combined
with walking abilities. Nobody had ever seen a pelvis like this onenot in humans, apes, or Australopithecus. Evidently, before Lucy,
retained climbing ability had coexisted with bipedality.
Now, let us turn to those uniquely well-preserved hands. A
modern gorilla's hand, wrist, knuckles, forearm, and shoulder are all
adaptations to the way the gorilla animal walks: just as a chimpanzee
walks. And they swing from branches just as chimpanzees do (at
least when the branches are large enough to hold them). These
African apes are called knuckle walkers because they walk with their
knuckles on the ground. These modes of locomotion are reflected in
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the anatomy of the hands. African ape hands are dramatically
different from human hands. Chimpanzees have relatively long
metacarpals (bones of the palm) compared to those of humans, but
their thumbs are quite short relative to ours. In keeping with other
surprises in the Ardipithecus skeleton, the hand was a mosaic that
nobody had ever seen before: it is found in no living primate-ape or
human. The Ardi hand had short metacarpals like a human's, but its
long phalanges were more like those of a chimpanzee.2 0
What about Ardi's foot? We all think of feet in terms of our
own. But it turns out that ours are unique among primates. A chimp's
or a gorilla's or an orangutan's foot-or the foot of any one of the
other hundreds of primates-are able to grasp with a large toe that
diverges from the axis of the foot. We humans are the weird ones,
with adducted large toes, in line with the other toes, and fitting into
shoes made for our feet-shoes that no other primate could wear.
The evolution of a large toe in line with the others, adapted to "toeoff" in bipedal locomotion, had already occurred by the time those
fossilized 3.75-million-year-old footprints were left in Tanzania by
Lucy's species.

Ardi'sHand (left) & Foot (right)
20. Sketch courtesy of the UC Museum of Paleontology, Jay Matternes © 2005,
available at http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/blog/tag/africa.
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The Ardi foot was different from both chimpanzee and human
feet. The large toe was still opposable like that of other primates, but
the other four toes functioned as a rigid lever rather than as a
grasping appendage like the ape's foot. Before we found Ardi,
nobody had ever seen a foot like that.
G. Soft Tissues, Hard Tissues, and Primate Behavior
Even more interesting than Ardi's puzzling feet are the parts
that did not fossilize, but that can only be inferred. Focused on bones
and teeth, paleontologists tend to ignore the soft parts crucial for
understanding the evolution of anatomy, physiology, and behavior
via natural selection.
A modern chimpanzee in Uganda killed a child. Ugandan
authorities shot the chimpanzee and autopsied it to try to figure out
what had gone awry. The human brain is three times larger than that
of a chimp, but in the testicle department, male chimpanzees outsize
humans by at least the same margin. With testicles like that,
testosterone-driven behavior, particularly competition over mates, is
a serious issue. These African apes did not invent firearms. But they
do carry murderous knives-as part of their dentition.
The chimpanzee dentition differs markedly from that of
humans. The difference is related not only to what chimps eat
(primarily ripe fruit), but, amazingly, to those massive testicles. As
the chimpanzee opens and closes its mouth, the backs of its upper
canines are sharpened as they move across the lower teeth, creating
a sharp, slashing weapon. Male chimpanzees use these weapons
against one another in competing for access to estrous (ovulating)
females. The canine tooth of the largest male Ardipithecus we found
is smaller, more human than simian. It doesn't project beyond the
other teeth, and there's no sharpened back edge. We have many
canines from this species, and none of them are apelike in shape or
function. From this dentition we can infer lessened male-to-male
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aggressive interaction in the species, perhaps coupled with
2
ovulatory crypsis in the female. '
So Ardipithecus was a woodland hominid, not a savanna
chimpanzee. Ardi is not a link between living apes and living people;
there never were any such links, as Darwin recognized more than
150 years ago. Rather, after our human lineage split from the line
leading to modern chimpanzees, these African apes developed along
that line and became highly specialized in their behavior and
anatomy. The ancestor we shared with chimpanzees was not a
chimpanzee, nor was it a human. It was a common ancestor, and the
closest thing we have to it is Ardipithecus, an African primate that 4.4
million years ago had already evolved in our direction.
Of course, we humans differ from modern chimps in a mere
1.2% of our DNA base pairs. But physically and behaviorally, these
apes are dramatically different from humans. How can this be? A
new science has arisen combining anatomy, genetics, the soft tissue,
physiology, and evolutionary theory; it is popularized best, I think,
by Sean Carroll in his book, Endless Forms Most Beautiful.22 This is
how he put it: "Nature invents by teaching very old genes new
tricks."23 So chimpanzees are built basically of the same genes
responsible for you and me. It's the switches on those genes-the
way those genes are regulated to build a bigger canine in the chimp
or to build a bigger brain in the human-that make all the difference.
Minor genetic changes can have major effects, providing the raw
material for natural selection.
21. Ovulatory crypsis is absence of any visible external sign of ovulation. See
Metaprimate.com/Not Unique to Humans, http://www.metaprimate.com/uniqueto-human/#chitika closebutton (see Not Unique to Humans, 2. Reproductive
Crypsis).
The origins of bipedality and simultaneous male canine feminization are
modeled in C. Owen Lovejoy, Reexamining Human Origins in Light of Ardipithecus
ramidus, 326 (5949) SCIENCE 74 (2 Oct. 2009). available at http://www.sciencemag.
org/content/326/5949/74.figures-only.
22. SEAN B. CARROLL, ENDLESS FORMS MOST BEAUTIFUL (W.W. Norton 2005).

23. Id. at 135.
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From the last common ancestor we shared with chimpanzees,
our evolutionary lines have each been changing for more than seven
million years. The chimpanzee is one evolutionary result. The human
is another. But, in many places in this country, they don't want that
taught.
It is an issue with which Darwin also struggled. The late
Stephen Jay Gould wrote that "geology's most frightening fact" was
that
[by] the turn of the [nineteenth] century, we knew
that the earth had endured for millions of years, and that
human existence occupied but the last geological
millimicrosecond of this history-the last inch of the
cosmic mile, or the last second of the geologic year ....
We cannot bear the central implication of this
brave new world. If humanity arose just yesterday as a
small twig on one branch of a flourishing tree, then life
may not in any genuine sense exist for us, or because of
US.

24

Which is to say that the notion of evolution by natural
selection, Darwin's grand and comprehensive explanation for life,
demonstrates that supernatural explanations for our existence are
unnecessary. This is why many of Darwin's contemporaries resisted
his theories, but why analogues of the Scopes trial recur from one
generation to the next.
But what about this evolutionary perspective, this inclusion of
humanity within life's tree, a part of nature rather than apartfrom
nature? What can we learn from these discoveries, and how might
we apply it? We began as an African primate restricted to a
woodland environment, Ardipithecus. Australopithecus followed,
expanding the geographic range of bipedal primates throughout the

24. STEPHEN JAY GOULD,
(W.W. Norton 1989).

WONDERFUL LIFE: THE BURGESS SHALE AND NATURE OF HISTORY
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African continent. Then, with the arrival of technology 2.6 million
years ago, our ancestors expanded across the entire Old World.
Today, we are a single living hominid species, with a global spread,
living in all kinds of habitats, indeed even altering those habitats.
Since 2.6 million years ago, hominid evolution has been a
technology-driven niche expansion. All of our closest relatives,
including the Neanderthals, are now extinct. We're still here, and our
closest living relatives are those distant apes, the chimpanzees and
gorillas and orangutans. But because of the impact of our species on
their habitats, outside of zoos and the like, these apes could very well
go extinct in the wild during our lifetimes.
Where do we stand in the universe? You all are familiar with
Michaelangelo's painting on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel-God's
finger touching that of Adam, transmitting, we assume, something
supernatural: a wonderful work of art based on a mythical account
of creation, painted by a uniquely talented member of the sole
surviving hominid species, Homo sapiens. Now, seven billion living
individuals comprise this biological species, and each of us, like all of
Earth's other creatures, are DNA-based. Only our species is capable
of global impact, and only our species is today causing a mass
extinction of so many species twigs on life's tree.
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III
CONCLUSION

The 4.4-million-year-old hand of Ardipithecus and the view of planet Earth
from Apollo. Surely Ardi saw the moon rise over Ethiopia and wondered what it
was and what it meant. Now we know about the moon, and about how a
bipedal woodland primate evolved into a sapient human. What will we do with
that knowledge?
Photos courtesy of the author and of NASA.

After six million years of human evolution, evidence and
reason have taken us to this illumination of our origins: We
understand now where we came from. We are now even
understanding how genes and environment mold us. What we're
doing biomedically with this DNA-genome-based knowledge is
incredible. But not miraculous.
I would argue that it's high time to think again about the scene
on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. Just in case we're not being
watched over, just in case there isn't a guiding hand in our future, it
may be time for our species to live up to its name sapiens and
develop a backup plan based on evidence, logic, and reason, rather
than betting our future on miracles.
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CARDIAC REGENERATIVE SURGERY:
THE NEW ERA OF TRANSPLANTABLE, CARDIOVASCULAR,
LIVING REPLACEMENTS*
Richard A. Hopkins, MD**

I
TECHNOLOGY IN EARLY HEART-VALVE SURGERY

We are on the cusp of a new era in medicine-not just in
cardiac surgery, but in surgery and in medicine in general-an era
that has many potential promises for solving problems we've not
been able to solve to date. Some of these promises, like genetic
engineering, address the body's own genome, aiming to find and
eventually perhaps disable genes that are the blueprint for disease.
Other promises approach a medical issue with a technological fix.
Surgery to ameliorate heart defects has offered many such
promises-many since fulfilled-for nearly a century. Now
technology that facilitated what was essentially extraordinary
physiological replumbing has developed from connecting valves to
pipes to creating the valves themselves.
A. The Blalock-Taussig Shunt
In 1947, Helen Taussig, a pediatric cardiologist, approached
Alfred Blalock, chief surgeon at Johns Hopkins Hospital, with an idea
Copyright © 2013 by Richard A. Hopkins.
* Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the International Society of
Barristers, Newport Coast, California, 16 April 2012.
** Professor of Surgery, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Director of Cardiac
Surgery, Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic, Kansas City, Missouri.
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to ameliorate "blue baby" syndrome by replumbing the arteries
affected by the child's heart defect. The syndrome was caused by a
defect that prevented blood from being sufficiently oxygenated and
giving the child's skin a blue cast. With the significant help of Dr.
Blalock's technician, Vivien Thomas, Blalock and Taussig developed a
procedure, the Blalock-Taussig shunt, that bypassed the heart defect
and rerouted arterial blood to the pulmonary artery, enhancing its
oxygenation.' This was a fairly simple operation, but it was a true
breakthrough. And a dramatic one. It turned blue babies pink. In fact,
the first color cover of Life Magazine after World War II, when dyes
became available again for public use, was a picture of a blue baby
being turned pink.

The photograph above is of Alfred Blalock performing cardiac
surgery at John Hopkins Hospital in 1947.2 What is missing here is
the heart-lung machine, for the procedure was performed before the
heart-lung machine was available. The difference in procedures

1. See generally

VIVIEN THOMAS, PIONEERING RESEARCH IN SURGICAL SHOCK AND
CARDIOVACULAR SURGERY: VIVIEN THOMAS AND HIS WORK WITH ALFRED BLALOCK 91-104 (U.

Penn. Press 1985).
2. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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before and after the invention and incorporation of the heart-lung
machine was notable: Dr. Blalock operated essentially blind: he was
3
unable to see what his hands were doing.
Once available, the heart-lung machine would reroute blood
around the heart, oxygenating the blood and allowing carbon dioxide
to escape. This enabled a surgeon to see what his or her hands were
doing with the stilled and temporarily bloodless heart.
This is a heart-lung
machine being used by its
4
inventor, John H. Gibbon Jr.

An engineering crew ran the
surgery.
during
machine
Another engineering crew
would break it down overnight, clean it, sterilize it, and
have it ready for the next day.

In the 1950s, surgeons
realized that cooling patients
would reduce the patients'
oxygen requirement and therefore increase the safety of the
operation. This is how we used
to do it: Put them in a bathtub,
anaesthetized, and fill it with ice

3. See THOMAS, supra note 1, 92-95 (describing Thomas's oversight and occasional
correction of the incisions and sutures of Blalock's first blue-baby operation).
4. Thomas Jefferson University Archives and Special Collections Website (Art/Photo
Collection, AG-054), http://jeffline.tju.edu/sml/archives/exhibits/notable-alumni/
john-gibbon-jr.html.
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water.5 Now the heart-lung machine cools the blood.
A. The Heart-Lung Machine
The platform for open-heart surgery really began in the early
of
the twentieth century with Alexis Carrell, one of only three
part
surgeons to receive the Nobel Prize. He envisioned an open-heart
support machine, which would open up the interior of the heart to
surgeons, and he worked with Charles Lindberg in the background to
try to create such a device. 6 They came up with a perfusion pump,
which was able to function as an artificial heart, keeping transplant
organs viable by oxygenating them and flooding them with nutrients.
But it was John Gibbon who in 1953 was able to do the first openheart surgery. This he did with the aid of a heart-lung machine of his
own devising, which oxygenated the heart from outside the patient's
body while the surgeons operated on the heart.
So the role of technology in our field-heart-valve repair and
replacement-really began at the beginning of open-heart surgery,
itself.
B. Heart-Valve Surgery
Heart valves themselves are an important story; many of the
medical devices approved by the FDA have had to do with the
innovation of heart valve. In 1953, Charles Hufnagel and Proctor
Harvey reported their success in putting a glass-ball valve into the
descending aorta to ameliorate aortic insufficiency. This was actually
in the same year that the heart-lung machine was first available,
though it was not available at Georgetown University at that time,
where Hufnagel was operating.
5. See, e.g., Willard J. Zinn, MD; Ernest H. Warnock, MD, Safe Hypothermia: A Report
on the Use of External Ice-Baths in Open Heart Surgery on One Hundred Patients,
174 J. Am. Med. Assoc. 284 (September 17, 1960). Photo courtesy of Children's
Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
6. See generally, A.CARRELL & C.A. LINDBERG, THE CULTURE OF ORGANS (P.B. Hoeber Press,
New York, 1938).
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The Hufnagel valve was made
literally in a garage. In it, a plastic pingpong ball was put into a glass cage. 7 This
was inserted, off the heart-lung machine,
into the descending aorta of patients. And,
in fact, it really did work. The problem was
that with every motion of the heart, the
valve would gradually erode the aorta, and
the patient would die of a ruptured aorta
within about a year. So the concept of
unintended consequences was learned
early.
Hufnagel glass-ballvalve

Heart-valve replacement went through a number of important
stages after the glass-ball valve. The Starr-Edwards valve became
commercialized in 1961.8 It has a long history. But its development
and technology had some ups and downs. The plastic ball would
insudate-accumulate fluid and protein from the blood-and would
ultimately crack. So those problems
had to be engineered out.
Starr-Edwards
cage-and-ballvalve

7. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
8. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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The
Bjork-Shiley
is
probably the most famous
mechanical heart-valve success and failure. 9 It was an
.F
(
Ilk
outstanding valve. But with a
manufacturing
change, the
struts would break, and thousands of patients had to have
their valves replaced. This
Biork-ShileyStrutt FractureValve
prompted new regulations and
new legislation covering medical devices.
Now, almost always, whatever we do in the heart has a cost.
You can see this in the evolution of mechanical heart valves: they
have become progressively less obstructive over time. Still, some
would fail by clotting. The patient would suddenly have no cardiac
output, initiating a catastrophic failure. One variation on the ballheart valve caused less obstruction, but the ball could escape and fall
off into the peripheral circulation. Another was a good idea except
that the plastic from which it was made gradually frayed, shedding
plastic particles into the aorta and heart. The spinning disc was also
a nonstarter. 10

9. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital &Clinic.
10. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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C. Homografts
Not all artificial heart valves were hardware. In 1962, the
English surgeon Donald Ross published a procedure 1 and in 1967
performed it, in which he substituted a human pulmonary valve for
the defective aortic valve. He substituted a homograft, or a
homologous graft-a human valve from a cadaver donor-into the
empty pulmonary-valve position. The Ross procedure is particularly
suitable for children, for aortic-valve replacements of their own
living tissue will grow as they grow, will not induce blood clotting,
and will provide a higher resistance to infection.
So, for many years, we basically had the mechanical valves and
the porcine, or pig, valves. These pig valves were tanned or fixed
with gluteraldehyde, which diminishes the likelihood that the tissue
will be rejected by the patient, then sewn onto a ring by women with
little hands in the back rooms of Medtronic or Edwards Lifesciences.
The valves would then be sterilized in gluteraldehyde. We had the
porcine bioprosthesis and the mechanical valve for many, many
years.
Conduit replacements, which include artificial heart valves,
have really changed congenital heart surgery historically. In the '70s
and early '80s, when I was first trained on how to do conduit surgery
at Duke University, we would put a pig valve inside a Dacron mesh
conduit and give the child a heart valve and a path to the lungs that
the child had not been born with. It was a revolutionary series of
operations, which were applicable to many, many patients. But, as
you can imagine, a fixed ring inside a fairly rigid conduit could be put
into only older children. So in that era, we had to palliate patients for
many years before they got big enough that we could put something
like that into them.
11. D.N. Ross, Homograft Replacement of the Aortic Valve, 280 LANCET 487 (8 Sept.

1962).
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When I went to the Hospital for Sick Children in London after
my training at Duke, I was amazed to see that instead of putting
something like a Dacron-fixed pig valve, they put in a human
pulmonary valve with the pulmonary artery attached. We sewed it
in, and of course it was wonderful because it was human tissue, and
it fit. So we could do all kinds of really nifty, artsy-craftsy things with
it. These were not available in the United States, and it became my
goal to bring them back to the United States. Here is why: After a
couple of years in a child, a pig valve will become rigid with calcium
deposits. This is what we call pannus formation.
Aortic Valve: Normal
and showing
degenerative
12
calcification.

When we replace a patient's heart valve with a porcine or
mechanical valve, as opposed to a homograft, whether the patient is
a child or an adult, we actually give them another disease. We give
them prosthetic-valve disease.
So homograft valves occupied a major part of my career in the
late '80s and early '90s. The harvest of organs and tissues began with
the rise of kidney transplantation and ultimately heart
transplantation. The heart valves would be excised from cadavers in
clean rooms. Our modest contribution at the time was to figure out a
way to cryopreserve these valves so they could be stored, banked,
and transported and thus provide a supply of many, many different
sizes for years.

12. Source of photo: Surgical Technology International Online, http://www.
surgicaltechnology.com/1 5-149-CS-Page2-.html.
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When Sir Donald Ross was operating in London in the '60s, he
would at go around to the casualty departments at Christmastime
and give the deaner-the morgue manager-a case of scotch for
Christmas. For the rest of the year, Ross would call them when he
had a good candidate for a valve transplant. He and his team would
run over and harvest the heart valves out of the cadaver room and
bring them back to Mr. Ross's laboratory, where they would put the
valves into the refrigerator. As long as the valves didn't get infected,
the surgeons would sew them into children. This made the Christmas
gifts a little more scientific.
We can trim these valves to fit any kind of congenitally
abnormal heart; for example, we can recreate the right ventricular
outflow track from the right ventricle to the pulmonary arteries. If
there is no pulmonary artery, we can give the patient one. On the
aortic side, we can cut out the entire aortic valve that is malformed
and replace it completely with a normal aortic valve outflow. This
was much more satisfying than just stuffing a mechanical valve into a
patient, which we knew would have to be replaced. In fact, if we put
a pig valve in a child under the age of one, that child will probably
need five operations over her lifetime for replacements due the
child's growth and the valve's inability to grow with her. That's
where the biological valves are so nice.

The jockey in the lead here is Larry Dupuy, whom I first met
when he was seventeen. 13 He had a fungal infection of his aortic
valve. We replaced his valve with a homograft. He was able to return
13. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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to the only profession he knew, and he sent me this picture of him
winning his 3000th race. So we're not just saving lives, but we're
actually rebuilding hearts in a way that patients can lead normal
lives.
The cryopreservation process, while not perfect, did lower the
risk of artificial-valve replacement, particularly for the older patient.
So there are numerous advantages to homografts.
You might say, Why not just stop right there? They're pretty
darned good. Well, here's why: Thirty days after implantation of a
cryopreserved heart valve-which, by the way, is biologically living
tissue at the time-almost all of the cells are gone. 14 What happens is
<-LivingII

cryopreserved
heart valve tissue

Cryopreserved
heart valve tissue
30 days after
implanting I

-

__

I

that the leaflet-the now-decellularized heart-valve flap-becomes
lined with the patient's own fibrotic scar tissue. The heart valve has
thus become a mold for scar tissue, which is now the functioning
heart-valve leaflet. Generally speaking, cryopreserved heart valves
evoke relatively high immune responses because they are
immunogenic; they are uncrossmatched tissue transplants. So there
are disadvantages to the homograft; they are not permanent valve
replacements, either.
The focus of our subsequent research has been to try to figure
out how to get around any or all of these disadvantages. If one thinks
14. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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about an ideal valve replacement, the key qualities one seeks are
growth and self-repair. That means living tissue, matrix remodeling,
the fact that it shouldn't fail with catastrophic failure modes, and, of
course, in today's world, it has to be approvable.
1i
TISSUE BIOENGINEERING AND REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

A. Origins of Tissue Engineering
In the early 1990s I was at Georgetown University Medical
Center. Our laboratory was working on growing valve tissue, valve
cells. This was going on in Cambridge, too. In fact, Robert S. Langer,
of MIT, and Joseph P. Vacanti, from Harvard, are credited with
inventing the term, and the field of, tissue engineering. In 2001, Time
magazine named Langer one of the 100 most-important people in
the United States. Dr. Valenti garnered notoriety for the field in
rather a different way. He
removed the skin from the
ear from a child cadaver and
slipped it under the skin of a
hairless mouse (which was
immunodeficient, so there
would be no rejection). Lo
and behold, the child's ear
grew onto the back of this
mouse.' 5
Skin of immunodeficient mouse growing into
and over implanted cartilage from a childcadaver ear

15. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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B. Terminology
The terms used in bioengineering are familiar words, but their
meanings, as they have evolved in that field, have become
specialized.
* Regenerative medicine initially implied the use of stem cells.
Now it's about regenerating human cells of any type.
" Regenerative surgery means procedures to implant,
transplant, or initiate cell tissues and organs similar to the
patient's own.
" Tissue engineering is precisely that: engineering tissue to do
things that it wouldn't normally do. It is a subset of
bioengineering.
" The cells one uses in tissue engineering can be autologous,
allogeneic, xenogeneic, or syngeneic. Autologous cells are the
best: they are the patient's own cells. Allogenic cells are cells
from the same species as the patient, as from a cadaver.
Xenogenic cells are cells from another species, like pig valves.
Syngeneic cells are cells from someone who is genetically
identical such as an identical twin.
* Transplantation is different than regenerative medicine in
that it implies immunosuppression, for it uses tissues other
than those of the patient him- or herself.
" Gene therapy is, in fact, inserting new genes into the patients
own genome.
* Genomic medicine implies tailoring therapies to the patient's
own DNA.
" Personalized medicine means that, literally, as well as
developing body parts that are genomically similar to the
patient's and implanting those.
* Personalized surgery means putting materials into the body
that either are or can be appreciated by the body as being
same.
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*

Adaptive remodeling and constructive remodeling are both
aspects of the definition of growth.

C. How Tissues Are Engineered
When one talks about tissue engineering, what he's really
talking about is the natural biology of the system and trying to get
out of the way of Mother Nature.
The "ingredients" for a tissue-engineered construct are cells, a
scaffold into and onto which the cells are put, and some kind of
signaling media. Assembly methods and extracellular factors enter
in, as well. So when you decide to make a heart valve, you have to go
through several sets of options as to how to actually go about it.
You start off with cells. Autologous cells-the patient's own
cells-are of course best because they raise no transplant-rejection
issues.
Then you assemble the cells onto a scaffold, which defines the
functional, structural design for the tissue. (For example, the ear
cartilage was the scaffold for the mouse's skin cells in Dr. Valenti's
experiment.) The scaffold enhances the valve's properties-the
features that allow it to function as a valve-so the decision as to
what the scaffold is, is extraordinarily important. The choice of the
scaffold material also brings with it engineering properties. For
example, if it's a polymer or a plastic, it may degrade. If it's
biodegradable, it has pore sizes-pathways into which cells can
advance. So you have to engineer that into the scaffold. It can be of
synthetic material, of natural material, or a hybrid of these.
If you want to build a heart valve, you can work with polymers.
Most of my competitors around the world-and it's a friendly
competition-are working with polymer valves because they can be
manufactured. But they have all kinds of problems of their own.
Almost all polymer valves start off being insufficient. So, to keep it
simple, we use human ones.
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This is an aortic valve, one cusp
out of three.16 This valve has all kinds
of elegant aspects that make it work
the way it works. Among these is that
by decellularizing it-removing the
donor cells-most of the immune
responses will be obviated, which is
more or less the definition of an inert
material. It's much more like nitinol,
the alloy that coronary stents are made out of, than are the
cryopreserved homografts or uncrossmatched tissue.
We have spent a number of years figuring out how to
decellularize heart valves-how to actually remove the cell tissue
containing the HLA and ABO antigens while leaving behind a
structurally intact and functioning scaffold. We finally came up with
a method that takes about three days.
This is what leaflet tissue looks
like.1 7 You can see a lot of holes
where the cells used to be.

Decellularized leaflet t
Native leaflet showing cells as dark spots

-

In the lab at Kansas City we decellularized so much tissue-not
just heart valves, but umbilical cords and cartilage-that finally one
of our engineers built an automatic decellularizer. So we can do
16. Photo courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
17. Photos courtesy of Children's Mercy Hospital & Clinic.
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multiple pieces of tissue. It's all controlled by a computer. You put
the tissue in, and three days later, out it comes totally decellularized.
Early on, the decellularized tissue ("decell") was working very
well in animal models, but when the valves came out we saw some
stranding. This indicated the presence of thrombin, which in the
blood, catalyzes a plasma protein and can mean blood clots. We
hadn't had any major problems with blood clots, but the strands
worried me a lot.
The tissue and its strands, like hair, were collagen. I was
thinking about the tissue strands while taking a shower one day. I
have two daughters and a wife, so our showers are full of bottles of
various potions. I was thinking about what I could do to this tissue
collagen to make it a little less crazy, and I picked up a hairconditioner bottle and started looking at the ingredients. I finally got
to use that chemistry degree I got as an undergrad. It turns out that
collagen is a triple helix, and when you start messing with it, or with
elastin, another structural protein, it gets these loose fibers and it's
very much like a bad hair day.
So we developed a conditioning solution that includes a
number of contents, such as some fatty alcohols and some hyaluronic
acid. That calmed down that bad hair day, and those little thrombin
strands went away. It also made the leaflet much more biologically
commodious to cells; the cells loved the conditioned decell. So we
were able, as a secondary benefit, to increase the seeding efficiency
tremendously.
A tissue-engineered heart valve is, then, a conditioned,
decellularized scaffold, plus cells. It looks exactly like a native valve.
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D. Evaluating Engineered Tissue
There are many ways to evaluate the end product, none of
which you can buy; you have to build all of this in your laboratory.
We do biomechanics to test the engineered tissues on multiple
scales, on a micro scale as well as large scale.
One way to look at the efficacy of the decellularization as well
as at secondary effects on a micro scale is by using something called
differential scanning calorimetry, which measures the collagen
bonds. On the macro end of scaling, the FDA requires wear testing. Of
course, there is no fatigue tester built to test living heart valves, so
we had to build one. Our lab has a cardiosimulator that simulates the
pressure and flow of human ventricular output. We can crank it up
as high as the adult human heart can go or as down as low as the
heart of a small baby. The machine has outer and inner circuits, so
we can keep up nutritional support while we measure pressure and
flow and compare it to the normal functioning of a heart valve. We
can measure pressure and flow both above and below the valve so
we can know if a gradient is forming. And we can run this for days
and even weeks to see what happens to the heart valve over time as
a predictor of how it's going to do in animals or humans. All of this
information is sent to a computer where it can be analyzed online.
What we've found is that the gradient of the decell conditioned
valve remains normal even as we raise the cardiac output to a
maximum. Whereas the cryopreserved heart valves that were in for
exactly the same amount of time, as well as one group of pig valves,
all developed elevated gradients. Moreover, the effective orifice size
remains normal in the engineered valve but not in the cryopreserved
valves. As for antibodies, even when they do form in the engineered
valves, they go away very quickly; but they stay high in the
cryopreserved and porcine valves.
The engineered valves are then tested in animals before they
are put in humans. We use a model adapted to sheep because that's
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the animal the FDA dictates be used for testing biological heart
valves. Children's Mercy Hospital has graciously built us an
experimental surgery farm for food-stock animals. These sheep do
extremely well. They have a somewhat shortened, but lovely, life.
They gain weight extremely rapidly and we keep them for at least a
year.
The cryopreserved heart valve is very much like what we have
been putting in children for the past twenty years. But calcium will
begin forming in less than twenty weeks, whereas the decell
conditioned valve does not calcify. In fact, the only thing that calcifies
in the decell conditioned valve is the site of the suture lines, where
you sew the valve into the patient.
As you know, most devices are actually tested abroad. And they
are tested in third-world countries before they come to the United
States. I've always had a bit of an ethical concern about that. I've said
many times that we're probably one 60 Minutes program away from
that process's going away. So we developed a heart valve model for a
subhuman primate in order to test the valve in baboons. We evaluate
the valve performance in these animals just as we would in patients.
The baboon is the closest to humans of the subhuman primates other
than the great apes, which for ethical reasons we don't use. But
baboons are not hard to get past as an experimental animal. They're
mean. They'll rip your face off.
We've kept the pulmonary bioengineered (not tissueengineered) valve working in sheep for at least fifty-two weeks. That
is equivalent to about fifteen human years. In fact, Children's Mercy
Hospital is engaged in an agreement with the largest tissue bank in
the country to commercialize this valve. So this will be going to
human trials in about twelve months.
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This is what it looks like inside the decellularized conduit. And
this is after only ten weeks. You can
see that cells have grown in
autologously and have completely
recellularized the valve wall. So it's
better than cryopreserved homografts, which is one of the reasons
we decided to go ahead and
commercialize
this as a step
towards the tissue-engineered heart
valve.
However, at twenty weeks,

4'Decellularized conduit
wall explanted 10 weeks
from ovine aortic position
Twenty- Week Deceil .,

the recellularization of the leafletthe functioning part of the valve-is
incomplete. So although, again, this
is better than a cryopreserved
homograft, it's not yet where we
want to be. This is going to be a
really good valve, and in some
instances it will be the preferred
valve. But it's not the ultimate valve.

E. Assembling a Tissue-Engineered Valve
One of the things that we had to do as a translational
laboratory was go back and define what a heart-valve leaflet is,
because nobody had ever actually done that before. So we defined
some protein and gene-expression parameters that allowed us to
identify a leaflet. Cell sourcing becomes an issue when you talk about
a patient, particularly a small child, and we knew that autologous
cells were best because they do not trigger immunoreactivity. We
found that, for these protein and genetic parameters, there were
three autologous sources for the cells that would populate the
decellularized leaflet. We could get them from the valve itself-that
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is, take a chunk out of a patient's valve to grow cells for a
replacement valve-which I don't think the FDA would let us do. Or
we could take cells from a patient's vein. Or, best of all, we can take
the patient's own bone marrow. And that's what we've been doing at
Children's for the last five years-learning how to tell the bonemarrow cells to become valve cells, to actually differentiate to a very
specific cell line.
In the traditional paradigm, you would expand the population
of bone-marrow cells, then reseed a construct (the decellularized
matrix) until it's fully recellularized. We modularized this process:
we had people working on all parts of it. And it occurred to meagain in the shower, I think (somehow that works)-the idea that
instead of taking six weeks, ten weeks, twelve weeks to build a tissue
in the laboratory before putting it into the patient, what about just
putting a pilot population into the patient herself? Maybe that should
be the only goal of self-seeding.
We developed a bioreactor that would allow us to do cyclic
pressure-under heart rates and pressure waveforms-that were
very close to simulating conditions in the heart. We could take bonemarrow cells and put them on the valve leaflets and induce them to
grow into the heart valve very, very quickly, setting up under
pressure, just as the leaflet cells would have to do under normal
physiological conditions, putting enough pressure onto the leaflets
that we actually deform the cells. We would induce them to migrate
as well as to differentiate into heart-valve cells, an example of
immunohistochemistry. We found that we could seed and get partial
decell. The bioreactor had a number of elements programmed into it.
It was engineered so it could be transitioned into a clinical-grade
bioreactor very simply. The bioreactor we are using now is under
wraps right now for intellectual-property reasons. But it does have a
disposable, nondestructive mounting and aseptic access, it's
programmable, it's low profile, and it will be clinically usable.
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When we first used the bioreactor, we got a disappointing
result with human bone-marrow cells. But when we used a dilute
version of bone marrow from our sheep, the results were much more
encouraging: cells stuck to the matrix surface and a few cells were
crawling into the matrix itelf. After seventy-two hours, cells had
grown all the way through the three layers of the matrix as well as
into the vessel wall. This was complete seeding throughout all of the
regions. It's not a totally normal population, but it was fast.
So this is what the last two years have been about: to get this
reseeding down to a clinically realistic protocol. This would mean
that Johnny could come in on Monday and have his bone marrow
biopsied in the open-heart room. The cells would never leave the
operating-room suite. They'd be placed in the bioreactor in an
incubator, and, seventy-two hours later, Johnny could have his own
personal heart valve. What happens a year later? Well, we get what
we were looking for, and that is total recellularization.

The cells had grown all the way out at the tip of the leaflet, the
farthest away from the vessel wall, and we see an essentially normal
repopulation. We also see collagen formation, so these cells indeed
think they are-and in actual in fact they are-valve leaflet cells.
This is our goal, and we're not too far away from achieving it.
In fact, we'll be entering clinical trials with a tissue -engineered heart
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valve at Children's Mercy in about four years, depending upon our
conversations with the FDA.
III
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
A. Bench to Bedside
Why did I go to Children's Mercy Hospital? I went because
Children's wanted to focus on regenerative medicine and
regenerative surgery, and it gave us the ability to build the kind of
team necessary for this kind of translational research. Translational
research is truly bench to bedside. We are not basic scientists. We do
have excellent clinical research capability for running clinical trials.
We take basic scientific principles and learn how to do complex
things as simply as possible so the principles can be translated to a
clinical paradigm. Translational research includes bench experiments, large-animal chronic implants, and subhuman primate
models. It includes publishing in our academic peer-review
literature. It involves regulatory research, which is a different style
of research. And whenever you have a missing gap, you have to go
back and be a basic scientist as well, or at least collaborate with
somebody who can help provide that information.
So what we have at Children's Mercy are cardiac regenerativesurgery research laboratories. We have a campus in Kansas City
where we have our academic laboratory and where we do all of our
bench work-all of our research and development. We have an
experimental-surgery campus in Maryland near the NIH (National
Institutes of Health) and the FDA, where we do our applications
testing and our open-heart surgery on the animals. We have three
full-time people there. A team of cardiologists-cardiac surgeons
and cardiac anesthesiologists-fly in about once a month to do a
whole series of animals. We can usually do as many as fifteen in a
week. We can do echocardiography, cardiac MRIs, and cardiac
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catheterization. A fellow from China who was visiting us said our
capability there was better than most of their capabilities in China at
that time. We can also fly a team down there to work with the
baboons, which would be a very late stage in the process.
What's different about a surgical regenerative laboratory is
that we're constantly doing parallel animal implants and bench
studies: they inform each other and save a lot of time in the research
process. To develop a project, we decide first whether we have the
science to do it, whether it's a true clinical reality. In other words,
would a surgeon actually ever be willing to do this? Is it really a
problem? And, importantly, is there a regulatory pathway in which
the envisioned solution could in fact be approved? It can be a novel
pathway, but there has to be a pathway.
We are also concerned with commercialization-whether a
proposed tissue-engineered solution is cost-effective. The tissueengineered heart valve would save three to five operations, each
costing between $50,000 and $150,000. So even if you charge
another $10,000 to $20,000 for the process of engineering the valve,
you're clearly going to be very, very cost-effective in the health-care
system over time with such a tissue-engineered product.
Finally, one working in a translational lab like ours has to be
able to defend it. The business model for an institution in an
academic, freestanding children's medical center like Children's
Mercy is in fact licensing and getting royalties back on intellectual
property. We're not going to be making these things in our garage.
These are procedures that would be licensed to companies that do
this sort of thing. And, critically, we have to ascertain that we have
the resources to carry the project through the precommercialization
phases.
Our bioengineered heart valve, or the decell conditioned heart
valve, is at this latter stage. We're very close to designing the clinical
trials, in concert with the FDA. Then the tissue-engineered
pulmonary valve will be built on this valve, the decell conditioned
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heart valve. The latter will be an approved valve, and we'll be adding
the recellularization step next. So you see that each technological
step rests on another, not only in the development of the valve, but
in both a regulatory sense and in a commercial sense. This is only a
year or two from reality.
Now you may say, There are four valves in the heart; are you a
four-shot wonder, then you're done? Well, actually if you think about
it, this is a platform for a whole new way of thinking about surgery.
You have a construct in which you have some of the patient's cells
out of the body for anywhere between twenty-four and seventy-two
hours. So you also have the opportunity to intervene with gene
therapy on the patient's own cells.
Say the patient has systemic hypertension. You can put an
aortic valve in, constructed from the patient's own bone-marrow
cells, insert a gene that would secrete a nitric-oxide type of
therapeutic protein that would vasodilate downstream. You can thus
begin to treat the patient from a molecular-biology standpoint, using
surgical methods. It's a whole new way of conceptualizing surgery.
B. Funding
There are essentially three means of funding a new idea from
inspiration to market: government grants, philanthropic grants, and
IP investment, the last of which is a long-term solution. If you look at
my own funding over the years, I've had NIH funding and American
Heart funding. But the key sources have been philanthropic. And
that's an ongoing need.
Major grants are fairly difficult to obtain in the translational
area. The National Institutes of Health are actually the National
Institutes of science: by and large, the NIH funds hypothesis-driven
basic research. As for IP investment, the pressures are different:
Industry wants a return on its investments in two to three years.
Venture capital has vigorous milestones; they're difficult, and they're
not early-phase investors in the usual sense. A lot of tax dollars at
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both the state and federal level are being spent on biotech
incubators, by which I mean companies that provide biotech ideas
with seed money. This is in fact precommercialization: the money is
for biotech startups. For the research institutions-the MITs, the
Dukes, the Harvards, the Stanfords-the payback comes relatively
late. They begin to develop a stream of return in royalties and
licensing revenues about ten for fifteen years out from this kind of
biotechnology development.
C. Payback
Regenerative surgery and regenerative medicine have
economic, political, and other implications. The economics I've
touched on. Politically, we don't know how healthcare reform is
going to affect the development of technology. But it will probably
reduce the available dollars. The legal prognosis is interesting in that
you have an almost indeterminate duration of liability, since these
engineered heart valves are for life. And from a regulatory
standpoint, we have a whole series of challenges.
IV
CONCLUSION

I will leave one or two thoughts with you. Although we have
increased the average duration of life steadily over the last two
centuries, the maximum duration of human life has never really
changed. So one of the goals of our work is not necessarily to extend
life beyond 100 years, but to improve the quality of life and the
effectiveness of the individual.
Finally, this takes a team. It takes well over twenty-five people
in our laboratory, full-time and part-time, everybody playing a role.
These people are bioengineers; they are microbiologists; they are
cell biologists; they are cardiac surgeons, cardiologists. And they are
members of our experimental surgery traveling team: nurses,
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perfusionists, physician assistants, and folks providing administrative support. This is a true team effort.
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